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Abstract
Multi-collector inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-
MS) has gained substantial importance in isotopic analysis over the last two
decades. In the beginning, MC-ICP-MS was almost solely deployed in geo-
and cosmochemistry and in nuclear sciences and industry. Nowadays, many
other scientific fields make use of the technique, which is mostly based on
the high versatility of the ICP ion source and the high sample throughput in
comparison to methods with equal or even slightly better precision, such as
thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS).
The major benefit of MC-ICP-MS is clearly the high ionization power of the
ICP, compared to, e.g. that of thermal ionization. A major limitation of MC-
ICP-MS is the omnipresent instrumental mass discrimination. It is the effect that
light isotopes are discriminated against heavier isotopes during the measurement.
The goal of this PhD research project was to identify and possibly quantify the
major contributors to instrumental mass discrimination in MC-ICP-MS.
Commonly, instrumental mass discrimination is attributed to space-charge
effects. Even though this is an easy to comprehend effect at first glance, it
becomes more complicated once studied more closely. Firstly, space-charge ef-
fects are present in charged particle beams only. Secondly, space-charge effects
are most severe for low energetic particle beams with high current. Certainly,
the space-charge effects are not the only contributors to mass discrimination.
Several other contributors have been identified in the past, namely: collisions,
sample introduction and ion formation and energy-selective ion transmission.
The effect of the above mentioned processes in terms of mass discrimination
were investigated by several strategies. The processes occurring during the
ion beam formation were addressed by the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
method. Due to the nature of the ion source, the plasma is extracted from ambi-
v
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ent pressure into the vacuum of the mass spectrometer; leading to drastically
reduced fluid density. Yet, sufficient collisions between particles take place
to possibly contribute to mass discrimination. The modeling results show a
significant alteration of the fluid composition after the skimmer cone. Also a
radial fractionation of the fluid was found.
The ion beam is formed shortly after the plasma is extracted through the
skimmer cone, the electrons are lost; a process known as charge-separation.
During this phase, the space-charge effects are strongest. Thus a radial depen-
dence of the isotopic composition of the ion beam might occur. This particular
effect was investigated by two experiments, one comprising of ion implantation
for the subsequent determination of the radial composition of the ion beam,
the second experiment with a variable aperture addressing the shortcomings of
the ion implantation and provide reliable in situ information about the beam
composition and diameter. These beam diameters are in contradiction to those
expected from typically reported ion beam current. In order to measure the
gross beam current, a Faraday cup was placed after the first ion lens of the mass
spectrometer. The results reveal a much lower ion current than reported in liter-
ature, but are in reasonable agreement with estimations by the Child-Langmuir
law for space-charge limited beams.
Finally, it has to be pointed out that no dominant contributor to the mass
discrimination could be identified. However, the energy-selective transmission
can be excluded from the list of contributors, given the low ion beam current
with the associated quasi complete beam transport. Since sample introduction
a priory can be ruled out, only two contributors remain: collisions and space-
charge effects. Both contributors can hardly be separated from one another
experimentally, i.e., a higher throughput through the interface will lead to
more collisions in the interface and consequently, to a higher ion beam current
after charge-separation. Yet, the isolated treatment of both effects in computer
simulations might provide a tool to solve this problem. Of course, the same
simulator would need to have the capability to model both effects simultaneously,
as well as separately, which is not yet possible.
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Abstract
Gedurende de laatste twee decennia heeft multi-collector inductief gekoppeld
plasma - massaspectrometrie (MC-ICP-MS) veel aan belang gewonnen. Oor-
spronkelijk werd MC-ICP-MS nagenoeg uitsluitend gebruikt in de geo- en
cosmochemie en in de nucleaire wetenschappen en de nucleaire industrie. On-
dertussen maakt men ook in vele andere wetenschappelijke domeinen gebruik
van de techniek, wat voornamelijk een gevolg is van de veelzijdigheid van de
ICP ionenbron en de hoge analysesnelheid in vergelijking met andere methodes
die een gelijkaardige of soms zelfs iets betere precisie bieden, zoals thermische
ionisatie massaspectrometrie (TIMS).
Het belangrijkste voordeel van MC-ICP-MS is het hoge ionisatievermogen
van het ICP, bv. in vergelijking met de mogelijkheden van thermische ionisatie.
Een belangrijke beperking van MC-ICP-MS is de steeds aanwezige instru-
mentele massadiscriminatie. Hierdoor is er tijdens de meting een selectieve
discriminatie ten opzichte van de lichtere van twee ionen. Het doel van dit
doctoraatsonderzoek was het identificeren en zo mogelijk kwantificeren van de
belangrijkste bijdragen tot de instrumentele massadiscriminatie in MC-ICP-MS.
Vaak wordt instrumentele massadiscriminatie toegeschreven aan space-charge
effecten. Hoewel dit fenomeen bij een eerste beoordeling gemakkelijk te be-
grijpen lijkt, wordt de situatie complexer wanneer het in meer detail wordt
bestudeerd. Ten eerste treden space-charge effecten alleen op in geladen deelt-
jesbundels. Ten tweede zijn space-charge effecten het meest uitgesproken voor
bundels gekarakteriseerd door een hoog debiet aan geladen deeltjes (stroom-
sterkte) met lage energie. Het staat vast dat space-charge effecten zeker niet
alleen verantwoordelijk zijn voor de massadiscriminatie. In het verleden werden
reeds andere bijdragen geïdentificeerd, zoals botsingen, monsterintroductie en
ionenvorming en energie-selectieve transmissie.
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Abstract
De invloed van de hogervermelde processen op de massadiscriminatie werd
onderzocht via verscheidene strategieën. De processen die optreden tijdens
de vorming van de ionenbundel werden geëvalueerd via de Direct Simulation
Monte Carlo methode. Ten gevolge van de karakteristieken van de ionenbron,
worden de ionen geëxtraheerd uit een plasma bij atmosferische druk en geïntro-
duceerd in het vacuüm van de massaspectrometer, wat leidt tot een drastische
vermindering van de dichtheid van het fluïdum. Toch vinden er voldoende
botsingen tussen de deeltjes plaats om te resulteren in een significante bijdrage
tot de massadiscriminatie. De resultaten van deze modellering geven aan dat
na de skimmer het fluïdum een significante verandering in samenstelling heeft
ondergaan. Ook werd een radiale fractionering in het fluïdum vastgesteld.
De ionenbundel wordt gevormd kort nadat het plasma is geëxtraheerd door de
opening in de skimmer. De elektronen gaan verloren in een proces dat "charge
separation" wordt genoemd. Het is gedurende deze fase dat space-charge ef-
fecten in de grootste mate optreden. Als een gevolg hiervan kan een verandering
in de isotopische samenstelling over de bundeldiameter voorkomen. Dit effect
werd bestudeerd via twee verschillende experimentele benaderingen. In eerste
instantie werd een implantatie-experiment experiment aangewend om de radiale
samenstelling van de ionenbundel te bestuderen. In een tweede setup werd een
variabele opening (diafragma) geïnstalleerd om de samenstelling en diameter
van de ionenbundel in situ te bestuderen en op deze wijze de tekortkomingen
van de implantatie-experimenten te omzeilen. De aldus vastgestelde bundel-
diameters stemmen niet overeen met de bundelintensiteiten (stroomsterkte) die
doorgaans in de literratuur worden gerapporteerd. Om deze bundelintensiteit
(stroomsterkte) te meten, werd een Faraday collector na de eerste ionenlens van
de massaspectrometer geplaatst. De aldus verkregen bundelintensiteit (stroom-
sterkte) is beduidend lager dan de eerder gerapporteerde waarden, maar komt in
behoorlijke mate overeen met de inschatting voor een space-charge beïnvloede
bundel op basis van de Child-Langmuir wet.
Finaal dient aangestipt dat niet één enkele dominante bijdrage tot de mas-
sadiscriminatie kon geïdentificeerd worden. De energie-selectieve transmissie
kon echter verwijderd worden van de lijst van potentiële bijdragen gezien de
lage bundelintensiteit (stroomsterkte) en het nagenoeg kwantitatieve bundel-
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transport. Vermits de bijdrage van de monsterintroductie a priori kan uitgesloten
worden, blijven twee belangrijke bijdragen over: botsingen en space-charge
effecten. Helaas zijn de beide bijdragen experimenteel nauwelijks van elkaar te
onderscheiden, een meer efficiënt transport door de interface zal leiden tot meer
botsingen in de interface en een hogere bundelintensiteit (stroomsterkte) na
"charge separation". De isolatie van beide fenomenen in computermodellen zou
hiervoor een oplossing kunnen bieden. Hiervoor zou de gebruikte simulatiesoft-
ware de mogelijkheid moeten vertonen om de beide effecten zowel afzonderlijk
als simultaan te modelleren, wat momenteel helaas nog niet mogelijk is.
ix

1 Introduction
1.1 Inductively coupled plasma - mass
spectrometry
After the successful deployment of the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) in
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) in various analytical fields, Houk et al. [1]
coupled it as an ion source to a mass analyzer for the first time. In this work,
greatly improved limits of detection compared to ICP-OES were reported and
isotopic analysis was possible with relative ease compared to state-of-the-art
techniques at this time such as thermal ionization mass spectrometry. However,
several issues with the instrumentation were reported as well. Mainly the
limited acceptance for samples with high total dissolved solids (TDS) content
and the formation of unwanted molecular species in the ICP were pointed out.
The rather simple design of the interface between the atmospheric pressure
(' 105 Pa) ion source and the mass spectrometer (working under high vacuum
conditions of 10−1–10−6 Pa) was identified as potential source of both issues.
A more detailed description of the interface is given in section 1.1.3.
1.1.1 Inductively coupled plasma
The word plasma was coined by Irving Langmuir, based on observations in
low-pressure gas discharges "carrying" charged particles, similar to the blood
plasma carrying red and white cells [2, 3]. A more precise definition of a plasma
is a collection of neutral species and charged positive and negative particles,
which is electrically neutral. The plasma is also known as the fourth of the
fundamental states of matter, next to solid, liquid and gas. Plasmas make up
1
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about 99.9 % of the observable matter in the Universe [4], mainly because most
stars are plasmas.
For analytical purposes, mainly the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) is
used [5]; less commonly used are, among others, microwave induced plasmas
or arc and spark plasmas. Typically, argon is used as plasma gas; depending on
the analytical application, additional gas, such as helium, nitrogen or oxygen,
might be mixed into the gas stream to either carry the sample into the plasma or
alter the characteristics of the plasma to accommodate certain samples, such as
organic material [6, 7].
The ICP is maintained by an external radio frequency (RF) current, which
induces a magnetic field accelerating the electrons. Due to the coil shaped
antenna emitting the RF, the magnetic field produced is toroidal. To initiate the
plasma from the non-ionized gas, a discharge (usually a high-voltage spark) is
used. The spark will create a small number of free electrons; those so-called
seed electrons are accelerated by the time-dependent magnetic field generated
within the torch and ionization reactions occur, making more electrons available.
Within the plasma torus, very high temperatures of up to 104 K are reached due
to collisions [8]. The analytical ICP is different from those used in, e.g., plasma
etching. Foremost, it is not in steady state. It is radially confined at the upper
section of a set of concentric quartz glass tubes (Fassel torch [9], Figure 1.1
and 1.2), which are open at the end, to interface the plasma with analytical
devices. Although the ICP appears to be in steady state, it actually oscillates at
approximately 200 Hz due to air entrainment and possibly rotation [10–12].
E-E ( 2 : 1 )
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gas
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the Fassel-type torch used by Thermo
Scientific.
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Figure 1.2: Computer-generated illustration of the complete torch assembly
of a Neptune multi-collector-ICP-MS instrument, including gas
connections, ignition cable and guard electrode. Image generated
from CAD-data, courtesy of Thermo Scientific.
The plasma is operated at ambient pressure and the forward power is typically in
the kilo-Watt range. To prevent the plasma from melting the outer quartz tube, a
sheath gas (10–14 L min−1) cools the fringe section of the plasma. The auxiliary
gas is flowing through the middle channel of the torch at a flow-rate in the range
of 0.5–1.2 L min−1 and is used to fine-tune the position of the ICP within the
torch. In order to transport the sample material into the plasma, an aerosol
is formed from either from a solid sample by means of laser ablation [13]
or by a nebulizer in the case of a liquid[14]. This aerosol is introduced on
the plasma’s central axis by the sample gas and the material is subsequently
vaporized, atomized and ionized. Gaseous samples can be introduced by direct
mixing with the sample gas [15]. Typical flow rates of the sample gas are
3
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0.6–1.2 L min−1 argon. Due to the presence of argon (with a first ionization
energy of 15.76 eV) most elements are effectively ionized in the ICP with yields
often close to 100 %.
Ionization conditions and mechanisms
The ionization conditions are mainly influenced by the temperatures and densi-
ties of the plasma species. The gas kinetic temperature (Tgas) is reported to be
in the range of several thousand Kelvin, with a strong dependence on the axial
and radial position within the plasma. A similar behavior is observed for the
electron temperature (Te), yet a substantial difference is reported close to the
load coil of the plasma. Next to the temperatures, also the number densities
are relevant. Especially the electron number density (ne) is important, whereas
the number density of the neutrals (n0) is only of relevance for the gas kinet-
ics within the interface. A spatially resolved measurement of the parameters
in question was conducted by Huang and Hieftje [16]. They report electron
temperatures in the range of 7000 to 8500 K with a gas kinetic temperature
about 1000–2000 K lower than the electron temperature. The electron number
densities were in the range of 1.9 to 7.0×1015 cm−3. All data were obtained by
means of simultaneous ruby-laser Thomson scattering and Rayleigh scattering
for an ICP with and without water loading, but in absence of analytes [16].
Several ionization mechanisms for the analyte (M) within the ICP are men-
tioned in literature [8, 17]. Three categories can be classified, namely, electron-
impact excitation and ionization, charge transfer and Penning ionization. Ac-
cording to Chan et al. [17], charge transfer is the dominant process in specific
situations. As for electron impact (Eqn. 1.1), the metal atom (M) is struck by an
electron, leaving the metal ion (M+) and two electrons.
M+ e−→M++2e− (1.1)
In the case of charge transfer reactions (Eqn. 1.2), the argon ion transfers its
charge to the metal atom, which results in a metal ion in its excited state (M+∗),
4
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a neutral argon and excess energy (∆E).
M+Ar+→M+∗+Ar+∆E (1.2)
Penning ionization (Eqn. 1.3) is based on energy transfer from neutral argon
species, such as argon metastable (Ar∗),
Ar∗+M→M++ e− (1.3)
Ar∗+M→M+∗+ e− (1.4)
which might result in the metal ion in either its ground state or in an excited
state.
1.1.2 Mass spectrometry
History
Mass spectrometry was developed in the late 19th century. After the discovery
of the canal rays in gas discharges by Eugen Goldstein [18], Wilhelm Wien [19]
used electric and magnetic fields to identify positive particles equal to the
mass of hydrogen, almost at the same time Thomson determined the mass-to-
charge ratio in canal rays [20]. In 1912, Thomson [21] reported the use of a
mass spectrometer for chemical analysis for the first time. Shortly thereafter,
Dempster [22] and also Aston [23] reported similar devices. From there on,
numerous configurations of magnetic and electrostatic analyzers for sector
field mass spectrometry have been developed, a comprehensive list of such is
given by Burgoyne and Hieftje [24]. Later, the use of high frequency devices
(quadrupole, ion-trap), relying solely on electrical fields were developed [25, 26].
Strictly speaking, those are not mass spectrometers since they only transmit one
specific mass-to-charge ratio at a time. Other types of mass spectrometers were
developed over the years, some use the time-of-flight principle [27, 28], others
make use of cyclotron resonance [29, 30] in strong magnetic or electric fields.
5
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In this PhD research only sector field mass spectrometers were used. A brief
explanation of their working principle is given below.
Sector field mass spectrometers
In this section only sector field mass spectrometers with so called double focus-
ing capabilities are described, even though a magnetic analyzer alone is sufficient
to perform mass spectrometry under the condition that the kinetic energy spread
of the charged particles is sufficiently small. A review by Jakubowski et al. [31]
provides a very good overview of the fundamental aspects of sector field mass
spectrometry.
Over the years, several configurations of magnetic and electrostatic sector
setups were developed. The main differences between those are the deflection
angles and directions in the respective parts of the spectrometer. In the Mattauch-
Herzog setup [32] (see Figure 1.3), the ions pass an electrostatic sector with
an angle of φE = pi/4
√
2 before entering a magnetic sector with an angle of
φB = pi/2 deflecting the beam in the opposite direction. The distance D1 has
ion source
D 1 ?  E
D  
2
45
?
electrostatic
sector
magnetic
sector
? B
r E
r  B
Figure 1.3: Diagram of the Mattauch-Herzog mass spectrometer geometry [32].
to be D1 = rE√2 · cot
(√
2φE
)
in this particular case. The distance between the
two sector fields (D2) is indifferent, but has to be large enough to reduce the
stray magnetic field impact superimposed on the electric field to be negligible.
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In the original setup [32] the detector was a photographic plate, which was
placed directly on the magnetic sector exit pole. To provide room for electronic
detectors, the magnetic sector deflection angle φB can be slightly reduced, this
causes the ion beams to be focused after leaving the magnetic field.
In the Nier-Johnson geometry [33, 34] (see Figure 1.4), the ions are deflected
in the same direction, first by an electrostatic sector with an angle of φE = pi/2
and a radius of rE = 188.7 mm, followed by a magnetic sector with an angle
of φB = pi/3 and radius rM = 152.4 mm. Those parameters, together with
D1 = 66.1 mm, D2 = 413.8 mm and D3 = 207.3 mm, provide a flexible and
reliable mass spectrometer. Certainly, the performance could be increased with
other geometric parameters, yet this would compromise the versatility. For
instance, reducing the D1 to small values, would make it hard to fit an ion source
onto the spectrometer.
Even though both designs are found in commercially available instruments,
the dominating design in ICP-MS sector field instruments is the Nier-Johnson
geometry, either in forward or reversed configuration. The latter refers to a con-
figuration which features the magnetic sector first, followed by the electrostatic
sector, and is typically found in single collector systems. Multiple collector
(MC) systems have to rely on the forward Nier-Johnson setup, because the
magnetic sector is the mass dispersive analyzer and has to be the last dispersive
component of the MS for multiple collection.
ion
source
D  3electrostatic
sector
magnetic
sectorr E
r B
D
 1
D 2
?  
B
? E
Figure 1.4: Diagram of the Nier-Johnson mass spectrometer geometry [33, 34].
The force acting upon a charged particle with mass m, charge q and velocity~v
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in an electro-magnetic field with an electric field strength ~E and magnetic flux ~B
is described by the Lorentz force ~FL (Eqn. 1.8), which represents the sum of the
magnetic component ~FB and the electric component ~FE (Eqn. 1.5). The equations
given in the remainder of this section are taken from Jakubowski et al. [31].
~FL = ~FB+ ~FE (1.5)
with ~FE = q~E (1.6)
and ~FB = q
(
~v×~B
)
(1.7)
⇒ ~FL = q
(
~E +~v×~B
)
(1.8)
• Magnetic sector
The magnetic sector is a momentum separator, rather than a mass separa-
tor, as described in the following section.
When charged particles are subjected to a magnetic field, they are de-
flected by the force represented by the magnetic component of the Lorentz
force, which is perpendicular to the direction of motion on a circular tra-
jectory with the radius rB. As provided by equation 1.7, the force is the
vector product of velocity~v and magnetic flux ~B, which can be rewritten
as
q|~v×~B|= |q||~v||~B|sinα (1.9)
Given that the particles are deflected perpendicular to the direction of
motion (α = pi) this can be simplified to
|~v×~B|= |q||~v||~B| (1.10)
The centrifugal force of motion has to be equal to the magnetic component
of the Lorentz force to obtain a stable trajectory, therefore equation 1.10
can be written as
|q||~v||~B|= m|
~v2|
rB
(1.11)
By assuming the sign of the charge as well as the direction of the magnetic
8
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field and motion of the charged particle as invariant, this can be simplified
to
qvB =
mv2
rB
(1.12)
⇔ mv
q
= BrB (1.13)
and it becomes clear that the magnetic sector is dispersive according
to momentum-to-charge ratio. The kinetic energy of a charged particle
accelerated over a potential U0 is:
qU0 =
1
2
mv2 (1.14)
⇔ v =
√
2qU0
m
(1.15)
By combining equations 1.13 and 1.14, one obtains:
m
q
=
B2rB2
2U0
(1.16)
⇔ rB = 1B
√
2mU0
q
(1.17)
From equation 1.16, it can be deduced that three possibilities exist to
perform mass spectrometry with a magnetic analyzer. Firstly the magnetic
field can be altered, which is know as a B-scan. Secondly the acceleration
potential can be varied, which is typically referred to as E-scan. Finally a
multi-channel detector can be applied to measure the difference in rB for
different ions.
• Electrostatic sector
As shown by equation 1.16, the mass-to-charge ratio is inversely propor-
tional to the kinetic energy of the charged particle. Therefore particles
with identical mass, but different kinetic energy, experience different
trajectories. To overcome this issue, an electrostatic analyzer (ESA) is
9
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used to compensate for this effect. The ESA is basically a set of curved
electrodes, the technical term is cylindrical condenser, with a radius
rE. Whereas the cylindrical condenser is typically used in commercially
available ICP-MS devices, also a so called spherical condenser could be
used as ESA. This design is based on additional curvature in the vertical
direction. The spherical condenser design provides theoretically better
performance compared to the cylindrical design, but due to manufactur-
ing costs, the cylindrical design is dominantly used in ICP-MS. Similar
to the magnetic analyzer, the electrical component of the Lorentz force
(Eqn. 1.6) has to be equal to the centrifugal force of motion 1.18.
qE =
mv2
rE
(1.18)
In a similar fashion to the magnetic part, the velocity from equation 1.15
can be substituted in equation 1.18, which yields:
rE =
2U0
E
(1.19)
In contrast to the magnetic sector equation, here the mass of the charged
particle does not enter, therefore the ESA is not mass-dispersive. It is an
energy-dispersive device, which can be used as an energy filter by placing
a slit in the focal plane.
• Double focusing condition
From the previously derived equations for the radii rB (Eqn 1.17) and
rE (Eqn. 1.19), one can summarize that the magnetic sector is dispersive
with respect to momentum (mass and energy) and the electrostatic sector
with respect to energy only. Both sectors offer angular focusing, meaning
that a certain angular divergence of the beam is focused on a line. To
achieve double focusing, the magnetic energy dispersion BDe and electric
energy dispersion EDe have to be equal, but opposite in direction to fulfill
equation1.20:
0 =BDe+EDe (1.20)
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If this criterion is met, focusing of angular dispersion (first focusing), as
well as energy dispersion (second focusing) is achieved, leaving mass-to-
charge (m/q) dispersion only.
A deeper insight into the criteria which have to be met to satisfy equation
(Eqn. 1.20) is given in [31].
Even though the provided equations suggest a purely mathematical design
approach as feasible, additional factors have to be taken into account.
The fields entering the equations are typically assumed to be ideal and
homogeneous, which is hardly reflecting the reality, especially magnetic
fringe fields will strongly affect the results. Also the mechanical imperfec-
tions during the manufacturing of components, as well as the alignment
tolerances during assembly will degrade the result of a real world mass
spectrometer from a virtual one calculated only.
• Ion detection
The majority of sector field based ICP-MS systems are single collector
instruments. By this, one refers to a mass spectrometer which detects
the different ions of a sample in a sequential order, one after another.
This is the common approach for quantitative analysis, but the noise of
the ion source is represented in the ion currents due to the sequential
measurement order. Thus, this approach is less convenient for isotope
ratio measurements, because the individual ions are not recorded at the
same time. Specifically for the highly precise determination of isotope
ratios, multiple collector (MC) mass spectrometers were developed. Such
instruments contain several detectors placed on the focal plane. By read-
ing all detectors simultaneously, temporal fluctuations in the ion beam
currents are canceled in the isotope ratios.
As detectors, in single collector instruments mainly secondary electron
multipliers (SEM) are used, whereas Faraday cups are typically found
in multiple collector instruments. Some MC devices also offer Daly
detectors, other can be equipped with several SEMs, in a full-size or
miniaturized version. Even continuous dynode detectors are still used in
11
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MC, because of their very small physical dimensions compared to other
counting detectors.
1.1.3 Interface
As briefly mentioned in section 1.1, the atmospheric pressure ICP has to be
interfaced with the high-vacuum mass spectrometer. In the beginning [1], this
was accomplished by a water-cooled conical structure with a pinhole protruding
into the plasma. This single-stage interface, as proposed by Kantrowitz and
Grey [35], was claimed to be the source of several disadvantages of the new
technique. Mainly the formation of cluster ions and the limited tolerance against
samples containing high amounts of dissolved solids have been reported [36].
Based on the early work of Campargue [37] and Beijerinck et al. [38] on
molecular beams, a dual-stage interface was adopted for ICP-MS. Reports on
greatly improved general performance are available in the literature for such
devices [39, 40].
The dual-stage interface consists of two co-axially aligned water-cooled
conical apertures with ' 1 mm diameter, which form a differential pumping
system. Whereas the first cone (sampler) is in contact with the plasma, the
subsequent cone (skimmer) is positioned a short distance downstream of the
sampler. The void between both cones is typically pumped by rotary vacuum
pumps, the far-field pressure during operation is in the range of 100–500 Pa. A
computer rendering of an interface of a Thermo Scientific Neptune is shown in
Figure 1.5.
The initial focus of the development work on the interface, soon receded
with the success of commercially available instruments and shifted towards
application-oriented aspects. Only recently, both suppliers of sector field ICP-
MS devices improved the interface geometry, Thermo Scientific introduced the
Jet-Interface [41], and Nu Instruments provide a similar development under
the name Enhanced Sensitivity Interface [42]. In both cases, the improvements
are an evolution of the existing geometry, rather than a radically new design.
Even though a triple cone setup was proposed by Tanner for PerkinElmer Sciex
12
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Figure 1.5: Computer-generated visualization of a Thermo Scientific Neptune
MC-ICP-MS, including the interface (right) and the spectrometer
vessel with extraction lens (left).
instrumentation in 1994 [43], this configuration was already implemented by
Turner Scientific in the TS Sola [44]. Only recently, PerkinElmer introduced a
similar design in their Nexion instrument [45]. Further developments, which
are not directly interface-related, but are part of the ion extraction process, are
the 90◦ ion deflection designs [45–47] to improve sensitivity and/or reduce
background and interferences.
A negative side-effect of the interface is the dependence of the ion kinetic
energy on the ion mass. This is due to the entrainment of the ions in the plasma
fluid, hence all ions travel at almost the same velocity through the interface. The
kinetic energy scales linear by mass and quadratically with velocity, resulting
in kinetic energies in the range of ' 0.3 eV for 6Li to ' 12 eV for 238U at
2200 m s−1.
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1.2 Mass discrimination
The term "mass discrimination" refers to non-stoichiometric detection of ions
in a mass spectrometer with respect to the stoichiometry of the original sam-
ple material. This effect is inherent to most mass spectrometric techniques.
Unfortunately, mass discrimination in ICP-MS is only sparsely understood
until now. Hence, it is a constant topic of intense and controversial discussion
among specialists [48–50]. A good indicator for the limited knowledge on
mass discrimination gathered so far is the recently observed effect of non-linear
mass- dependent fractionation in ICP-MS [51]. The authors discovered an
unpredictable behavior of mass discrimination depending on the type of skim-
mer cone used in the interface, which led to data which could not be properly
corrected for mass discrimination by established equations (see section 1.2.1).
But, mass discrimination is not a recently discovered effect, it is as old as the
ICP-MS technique itself. Already shortly after its invention, speculations in the
literature about limitations due to the space-charge effect and its associated mass
discrimination [36, 52] have been raised. Later, mass discrimination was the
subject of intensive investigation in experimental [53–55] and theoretical [56,
57] studies.
Various scientific fields, such as geo- and cosmochemistry [58, 59], arche-
ology [60, 61] and nuclear applications, like half-life determinations [62–65]
or the analysis of used nuclear fuel [66], rely on the determination of absolute
isotope ratios. Hence, a proper correction of the biased measurements has to
be performed. It would be beneficial to have as little mass discrimination as
possible, to minimize the uncertainty introduced by the correction. In some
cases, no absolute isotope ratios are applied, rather the deviation of a certain
isotope ratio of a sample in comparison to a reference material is used. Thus,
only the temporal stability of the mass discrimination and the absence of matrix
effects have to be assured. Since both factors cannot be excluded with certainty,
a small magnitude of instrumental mass discrimination would be beneficial in
all cases.
The magnitude of mass discrimination is in the order of 10–20 %/u in the
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case of light elements (Li and B) and as low as ≈1 %/u for heavy elements
(U) [67].
1.2.1 Correction laws
It is inevitable to correct for mass discrimination to obtain accurate results in
isotope ratio determination. Several empirical models have been proposed over
the years to properly account for mass discrimination [68–70]. According
to Yang and Sturgeon [70], four of those are commonly used only, namely
the linear law, power law, exponential law and the Russell equation [71]
(Eqns. 1.21–1.24). The parameters of the equations are: observed isotope
ratio Robs, certified or accepted value of the isotope ratio Rtrue and the difference
in mass between the two isotopes ∆M. The Russell equation uses the atomic
weights [72] (mi) of the individual isotopes, f refers to the fractionation factor.
Robs = Rtrue · (1+ εlinear ·∆M) (1.21)
Robs = Rtrue ·
(
1+ εpower
)∆M (1.22)
Robs = Rtrue · eεexponential·∆M (1.23)
Robs = Rtrue ·
(
m2
m1
) f
(1.24)
Of the above mentioned laws, the linear law is the least accurate and only
applicable to measurements performed on single collector instruments. Better
accuracy is provided by the power law, which is routinely used in thermal
ionization mass spectrometry, but does not compensate for mass discrimination
properly in MC-ICP-MS, for which the exponential law and the Russell equation
are used.
1.2.2 Contributors to mass discrimination
The general sources of mass discrimination are described by, among others,
Fontaine et al. [73]. Even though the potential origins of mass discrimination
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have been identified, the magnitude of the individual contributions remain
unclear to date.
• sample introduction and ion generation
The highly efficient ICP is ionizing most elements almost quantitatively,
therefore no isotopic effect on the ion yield is expected within the same
element. However, recent reports of deviations from the classic correction
models have been published for elements such as Nd, Ge and W, either for
all isotopes of an element [51, 74] or the odd-numbered isotopes only [75].
One explanation for this behavior is an isotope-specific formation of
oxides, thus altering the abundance of one or more isotopes more than
others.
As reported by Andrén et al. [76], no change in the isotopic composition
is to be expected during sample introduction. The impact of the ICP
operating conditions and sample matrix have been studied thoroughly in
the past [73, 76, 77]. Even though an impact on mass discrimination by
the sampled matrix and operating conditions is evident, this is more likely
to be attributed to changes in plasma temperature or other parameters
affecting the expansion into the interface.
• collisions
The collisions between neutral and ionic species will mainly contribute to
mass discrimination by scattering the particles within the plasma fluid dur-
ing the transfer into the mass spectrometer. Light particles are more prone
to scattering because of the conservation of momentum in the collisions.
Therefore the a priori assumption is that due to the skimming process
in the interface, the light particles are discriminated against the heavy
ones during their voyage from the plasma into the mass spectrometer.
Experiments supporting this hypothesis are reported by Andrén et al. [76],
who report a slight enrichment of 10B on the sampler cone, whereas the
boron is depleted in 10B on the skimmer cone.
The matter of collisions is investigated in this thesis by computational
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means. A modeling of the interface region was performed by the Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo method, proposed by Bird [78, 79].
• energy-selective ion transmission
– SPACE-CHARGE EFFECTS
The term space-charge effects refers to the coulombic repulsion of
like charges. Space-charge effects are dominant in low-energetic
(non-relativistic) beams of charged particles with low particle num-
ber densities. In relativistic beams, the magnetic field induced by
the charges in motion will partially compensate for the repulsive
space-charge. Since an ICP-MS unit operates at low ion kinetic ener-
gies, space-charge effects are of particular importance, especially in
the very first stage of the mass spectrometer, where the ion beam is
formed after charge separation. The charge separation is only taking
place shortly behind the skimmer, a section of the mass spectrometer
where the electric field responsible for the acceleration of the ions is
weak. The kinetic energy, estimated from the fluid velocity, is in the
range of a few eV, which is almost 3 orders of magnitude lower than
at the first ion optical lens of sector field mass spectrometers. After
the ions have reached sufficiently high kinetic energy (> 1 keV), the
space-charge effect becomes negligible, at least for the nA-range
beam currents observed in MC-ICP-MS [80].
– NON-QUANTITATIVE BEAM TRANSPORT
Even though space-charge effects do not play a major role once the
ion beam is sufficiently energetic, the individual ions still possess
slightly different kinetic energies related to their mass, as explained
in 1.1.3. This is not of major concern for mass spectrometry after
double focusing (please refer to section 1.1.2 for details), but the
entrance slit, as well as other beam-defining ion optics, are upstream
of the mass spectrometer. Hence, a clipping of the beam will lead
to energy-selective transmission due to the differences in the ion
optical foci of the individual species. To avoid this phenomenon,
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a quantitative beam transport would be necessary, which is hardly
possible in reality. Experiments with a variable aperture, conducted
in the frame work of this PhD thesis, at the base of the first ion optical
element revealed an almost complete transfer at this stage [81].
However, at least at the entrance slit of the mass spectrometer, a
clipping with its associated fractionation will take place.
• mass independent fractionation
Non-mass-dependent mass discrimination was observed for several el-
ements over the last few years [51, 74, 75], and seems to be associated
with the deployment of the high sensitivity interface (Jet-interface) of the
Neptune MC-ICP-MS. The other commercially available MC-ICP-MS
instrument, the Nu Plasma-II (Nu Instruments, Wrexham, UK), offers a
similar interface upgrade, resulting in greatly improved sensitivity, but
on those devices no such effect is observed. Several researchers specu-
late on the potential origin of the effect and preliminary evidence was
found that oxide formation might be the reason for mass independent
fractionation [51].
1.3 Direct Simulation Monte Carlo and high
performance computing
Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) is a particle-based stochastic simulation
method, first proposed by Bird [78, 79]. The basic principle of the method is
the evaluation of particle interaction by collisions. This is only valid when
the Debye-length is sufficiently large, otherwise the Navier-Stokes equation
is valid. In the ICP interface, the pressure, and hence the Debye-length, is
at the boundary of the validity of the Navier-Stokes equation. The Knudsen
number Kn indicates whether or not the Navier-Stokes equation can be used.
This dimensionless parameter describes the rarefaction of a fluid and is defined
as,
Kn =
λ
d
(1.25)
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with the mean free path length of an atom or molecule λ and a critical dimension
d, i.e., the diameter of the skimmer orifice in ICP-MS, the capillary diameter in
fluid dynamics of micro-devices. Once a fluid is sufficiently rarefied, the Navier-
Stokes equation becomes inadequate; the threshold for validity is reported as
Kn ≤ 0.1–0.2 [78]. Douglas and French [82] reported values for the Knudsen
number in the ICP interface in the range of Kn ≈ 0.3, thus rendering the Navier-
Stokes equation invalid.
Typical applications of DSMC are simulation of the space vehicle re-entry
into the Earth’s atmosphere [83] or micro- and nanoscale fluid flows [84].
DSMC was successfully used in simulations of the fluid expansion with the
ICP interface [85–87], yet only the first stage of the interface was modeled. A
rather exotic application is the simulation of the outflow of matter immediately
above the surface of the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko [88], on which
ESA’s Rosetta spacecraft landed on 12th of November 2014. More earth-bound
applications are the modeling of pumping cross-sections of ultra-high vacuum
systems in particle accelerators, such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN [89].
The DSMC method is based on the monitoring of simulator particles in a
simulation domain, representing the geometry of the device to model. Each
simulator particle represents a large number of real particles. This is the major
difference between DSMC and molecular dynamics, in which each particle
in the simulator represents a real particle. Thus, DSMC can handle much
larger simulation domains, because the computation cost is drastically reduced
compared to molecular dynamics.
By assigning a velocity vector to each particle it is possible to predict the point
in space the particle will be at for a given time in the future. If the trajectories
of two particles are going to intersect, a collision is detected and new velocity
vectors are assigned to the particles. The way the new velocity vectors are
calculated depends on the collision model. In case of noble gases, the variable
hard sphere (VHS) model is well suited. However, for molecules, the rotational
degrees of freedom have to be considered. In this case, the Larsen-Borgnakke
model is better suited, because it is accounting for the non-spherical geometry
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of the molecule. Whenever a particle is hitting a wall of the simulation domain,
it is scattered back with a Maxwellian distribution. Considering that the number
of simulator particles in the domain should be as high as possible, it becomes
clear that the DSMC method is highly computation-intense at least compared
to Navier-Stockes solvers. However, it is much less costly than molecular
dynamics.
Due to the large number of calculations necessary to keep track of all the
particles in the simulation domain, a regular personal computer reaches its limits
quite fast. Therefore, the DSMC codes tend to have parallelization capabilities,
allowing them to be executed on multi-core personal computers or cluster
systems.
1.3.1 Parallel computing
Parallel computers can be classified according to the means of parallelization.
• Multi-core computing
Nowadays almost any device with a central processing unit (CPU) also has
multiple execution units (cores), even mobile device such as smartphones
and tablet computers are equipped with multi-core CPUs. The multi-core
processors hold multiple execution units, which allows it to perform tasks
in parallel. However, certain core components, such as internal memory,
might be shared between the cores.
• Symmetric multiprocessing
In this type of parallelization, multiple identical CPUs are sharing a
central memory via a bus. Each of the individual CPUs can hold multiple
cores. This type of computer is well suited for parallel tasks with high
levels of interaction, such as DSMC. Yet, the number of CPUs is limited
by the architecture of the computer and by the size of the memory as well.
Typical modern systems consist of 2–8 CPUs, which provide 8–64 cores
in total. The memory size is mainly limited by the manufacturer of the
computer, for 8 CPU systems, the limit is usually 1 Terrabyte.
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• Cluster computing
A cluster is a group of computers with a loose coupling that work closely
together. The individual computers are referred to as nodes. Typically,
such clusters appear as a single computer to the user. A network connec-
tion between the individual computers allows the execution of jobs to be
distributed across several nodes. The nodes are typically identical in type,
but don’t have to be.
• Massive parallel processing
Basically, a massively parallel processor is also a cluster. The distinc-
tion is based on the means of interconnection of the individual nodes.
In massively parallel processors, the interconnection is realized by, e.g.,
Inifinband, which offers up to 40 Gb/s transfer rates. Some super com-
puter companies developed proprietary interconnections, such as the Cray
Gemini interconnect, used in Monte Rosa supercomputer, or the Aries in-
terconnect, used in Piz Daint supercomputer. Next to the interconnection,
the number of CPUs is also a means to distinguish between clusters and
massively parallel processor, with the latter typically having much more
than 100 processors.
• Grid computing
In this parallelization scheme, a large job is split into very small sub-jobs.
Each of the sub-jobs is sent via the internet to the processing units for
executing. Once the job is finished, the result is returned and a new job
is delivered. One of the most prominent examples for grid computing
is probably SETI@home [90], but also BOINC [91] is widely used in
science.
In order to allow the parallel execution of a job, specialized libraries have to
be used. Either specific functions provided by the library or certain compiler
instructions have to implemented in the source code of the program and the ar-
chitecture of the program has to account for the envisioned parallelization. Two
strategies are mainly used, depending on the type of parallelization: OpenMP
and MPI, both described briefly below.
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• OpenMP [92]
The Application Program Interface (API) OpenMP resembles a library
and compiler instructions to realize a parallelization of, among others, C,
C++ and Fortran code. In the Appendix (Code 1), a simple Hello World
with OpenMP is given, the program reports the total number of spawned
threads, as well as each thread’s individual number. It is important to tell
the compiler that it has to take care of the specific OpenMP interprets,
therefore the compiler has to be called with the appropriate flag. In case
of the widely used gcc-compiler, the command might look like
1 > gcc −fopenmp hello_OpenMP.c −o hello_OpenMP
During the code compilation, the compiler interprets the #pragma-instructions
according to the OpenMP specifications and produces an executable that
can be run in parallel. The user does not have tp manually spawn the
process telling it to run in parallel, it will automatically use all available
system recourses. This causes a minor problem on multi-user systems,
to circumvent this issue, the user can manually assign resources, e.g., by
defining a system variable such as
1 > export OMP_NUM_THREADS=4
to limit the execution of OpenMP programs to 4 threads. Special emphasis
has to be put on the proper handling of the results produced in the parallel
section. Not addressing this matter properly will cause the code to produce
false results or may run slower than in a single thread.
• Message Passing Interface (MPI)
In contrast to OpenMP, MPI is language-independent. It provides a
communication protocol used to program parallel computers. Also with
MPI, the source code has to be adapted to make use of the features
provided by MPI. Whereas OpenMP is a high level API, meaning that
only the rather simple addition of compiler interprets is necessary, MPI
provides lower level functions. The best way to show the lower level
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implementation is by providing the Hello World with MPI implementation
(Code 2 in the Appendix).
From the line numbers alone, it becomes clear that an MPI implementation
is much more complex, yet more powerful. With MPI, not only shared
memory systems can be utilized, but also the cluster and the massively
parallel processors can be used. The code has to be compiled with a
special compiler in order to produce valid executables. Those compilers
are merely wrappers of their single-threaded counterparts. In the case of
the gcc-compiler, the MPI-version would be mpicc. No special flags
have to be provided.
1 > mpicc hello_MPI.c −o hello_MPI
The final executable has to run with an MPI-specific launcher. With
1 > mpirun −np4 hello_MPI
the job will run on 4 cores in parallel, the 4 cores can be at four different
nodes of the cluster or supercomputer.
1.3.2 High-performance computing
According to Moore’s law [93], the number of transistors – which directly
correlates to computing power – in the CPUs of computers doubles every two
years. Due to this rapid development in the field of computer technology, no
formal definition of high-performance computing (HPC) is possible. Yet, one
way to segregate HPC from desktop personal computers is the computing time
necessary to execute a given task. If the complexity of this particular task will
make it impossible, or at least senseless, to run it on a personal computer, a
high-performance computer is needed.
The field of scientific high-performance computing is very wide and spans
from sub-atomic levels for the evaluation of results, e.g., from CERN’s LHC,
to the prediction of weather on a global scale. This has led to a large variety
of HPC systems, some built for a dedicated task, others built to accommodate
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highly diverse problems. Also the size of HPC systems is very different. The
largest supercomputer, as of June 2015, is the Tianhe-2 (MilkyWay-2) machine
in China. It is a heterogeneous system consisting of regular CPUs, as well as
graphical processing units (GPUs). The Tianhe-2 (MilkyWay-2) supercomputer
has a peak performance of 33862.7 TFLOP/s1 in the LINPAC benchmark [94],
and a theoretical peak performance of 54902.4 TFLOP/s. It hosts 3.120 million
computing cores and has a power consumption of approximately 17.8 MW.
As a comparison, the typical performance of a high level desktop CPU is in
the range of several hundred GFlop/s2 with as power consumption of some
hundreds Watt. The largest supercomputer in Europe is the Cray XC30 Piz
Daint (see Figure 1.6), installed at the Swiss National Supercomputing Center
in Lugano, Switzerland. It is currently at sixth place of the Top5003 rating with
Figure 1.6: Picture of the Piz Daint supercomputer, courtesy of the Swiss Na-
tional Supercomputing Center.
6271 TFLOP/s LINPACK peak performance and a theoretical peak performance
of 7788.9 TFLOP/s. It is a heterogeneous system consisting of CPUs and GPUS,
with a total of 115984 cores. The largest super computer used in the context of
1trillions of floating point operations per second
2billions of floating point operations per second
3http://www.top500.org/list/2015/06/
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this thesis, is the Cray XE6 Monte Rosa supercomputer (see Figure 1.7), also
situated at the Swiss National Supercomputing Center in Lugano, Switzerland.
With a LINPACK peak performance of 316.2 TFLOP/s, stemming from 47840
Figure 1.7: Picture of the Monte Rosa supercomputer, courtesy of the Swiss
National Supercomputing Center.
CPUs, this homogeneous system was ranked at place 171 of the November 2014
Top500 listing. It was decommissioned by the end of 2014 and replaced by an
extension of Piz Daint, called Piz Dora.
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1.4 Ion beam modeling
In this work, an attempt was made to simulate the ion beam extracted after the
skimmer cone of the ICP interface. Since the beam intensities reported in the
literature are very high [82, 95], space-charge effects have to be accounted for.
However, the modeling tool widely used in ion beam modeling (SIMION) does
not provide such a feature by default. In order to overcome this limitation, a new
ion beam simulation code (IBSIMU [2, 96, 97]) was applied here. A similar code
is OPAL [98, 99], but it is designed to model an entire particle accelerator. Thus,
OPAL only handles one particle species at a time, rendering it of limited use
for the simulation of the ICP ion beam extraction. Another potential candidate
would have been PBGUNS [100], but the software is commercial and further
limited to 2D and axi-symmetric domains.
IBSIMU is a three-dimensional electrostatic code for the simulation of the
electron and ion extraction from plasmas. At its current state, IBSIMUis limited
to execution on shared memory systems only. The code is not delivered in
a pre-compiled binary version, such as SIMION, but rather made available as
a C++ computer library, which provides the classes necessary to perform the
calculations. The user of the library has to write a program which utilizes the
computational methods provided by IBSIMU. This allows for a very flexible
and highly efficient way to apply the code to a large number of problems. Since
the code is made available under the GPL-license, the user can modify it, add
functionality to the library or implement it into other codes. In this thesis,
full use of open-source library was made by implementing another library
(PARALUTION) into it, to utilize a GPU-accelerator for the electric field solver.
1.4.1 General description
The process of creating a program using the IBSIMU-library is straightforward.
In the beginning, the simulation domain is specified and the electrodes resem-
bling the simulation geometry are defined. After assigning potentials to the
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electrodes, the Laplacian solution (Eqn. 1.26) is computed
∇2φ = 0 (1.26)
and the electric field is calculated. In the second step, particles are seeded and
the trajectories are calculated. Now the charge (ρ) is deposited onto the mesh of
the simulation domain according to the trajectories. In order to suppress huge
jumps in the deposited charge, an under-relaxation is applied to the charge-field.
With the under-relaxed charge field, the Poisson solution
∇2φ =− ρ
ε0
(1.27)
is computed, the electric field is calculated and the particles trajectories are
obtained. The result for the current electric field is compared to the previous
results to check for convergence. If the solution does not converge, the process
starts again with the calculation of the Poisson solution. Once the system
converges, certain beam diagnostics can be applied and the fields can be stored
for further use.
1.4.2 Geometry definition
In IBSIMU, geometries can be defined by various means. A geometry can be
either 2D or 3D, whereby the 2D geometry can be pure 2D, axi-symmetric or
plane-symmetric. The most basic definition is a mathematical function. In this
case, a function is defined to return TRUE at positions that are electrodes and
returns FALSE for the vacuum. A simple example of a cube of 1×1×1 mm3
with one corner at a position {x,y,z}= 1 mm is given below.
1 // "Cube−function" for solid definition in IBSimu
2 bool cube1( double x, double y, double z ){
3 return( x >= 0.001 && x <= 0.002 && y >= 0.001 && y <= 0.002 && z >= 0.001 && z
↪→ <= 0.002 );
4 }
Therefore, other means of geometry definition are available in the form of 2D
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CAD data import from DXF files, or the import of 3D CAD data from STL files.
The DXF 2D data can either be extruded or rotated to obtain 3D geometries.
Once the geometry is defined, a mesh with a discrete size is applied to the
geometry for the field solvers.
1.4.3 Solvers
The computational domain is given by i× j× k nodes, obtained from the
geometry with its mesh size. Some of those nodes belong to solids (electrodes)
and are therefore at a fixed potential, those nodes are referred to as Dirichlet
nodes [2]. The remaining nodes are vacuum nodes and depend on the adjacent
nodes. The solution for the electric potential is obtained by matrix equations,
for linear problems they are in the form of
Aφ = b, (1.28)
where A is the problem matrix, φ is the electric potential and b is the right-hand-
side vector.
IBSIMU provides several solving algorithms for linear and non-linear prob-
lems. In this study, the unsymmetric multifrontal sparse LU factorization
package (UMFPACK) solver was predominantly used for 2D problems and
the biconjugate gradient-stabilized method (BiCGSTAB) with Jacobi matrix
preconditioning for 3D cases. In the latest version of the simulation program,
the conjugate gradient (CG) solver of the PARALUTION package with a Ja-
cobi preconditioner was found to converge faster than the BiCGSTAB for 3D
problems. This was the case on a CPU as well as on a GPU accelerator. A
full description of the solvers implemented in IBSIMU and the respective
performance and working principles is given in the thesis of Kalvas [2].
1.4.4 Validity of the simulation results
Whenever computer models are employed, the final question will be whether
or not the results are in agreement with the experiments. As pointed out by
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Kalvas [2], the validity of ion beam modeling results is hard to prove, especially
in the case of ions extracted from a plasma. Currently, IBSIMU does not
provide the routines to check the results against numerical solutions of the
extraction from the plasma [2]. However, the code is benchmarked for ion beam
trajectories against commercial tools such as PBGUNS [100] or SIMION [96].
The validity of the results depends on several factors, i.e., the approximations
made in the plasma model, the correctness of the input parameters, the errors
from the discretization, numerical inaccuracies, etc [2]. In this study, especially
the discretization was a limiting factor. The geometry has to be split into
discrete nodes with a given size h. In very simple geometries, this does not pose
a problem, because the node boundaries can coincide with the physical edges of
the electrodes. However, with more complex geometries, this is no longer true.
For example slanted surfaces or cylindrical electrodes in 3D cannot coincide
with the nodes anymore. Therefore, the node size h has to be small enough to
properly represent the geometry. Obviously, the ideal situation is achieved at
h→ 0. However, this will result in an infinite amount of nodes. A practical
approach to this issue is to start with a coarse mesh and reduce the mesh size
gradually until no significant change in the results is observed. A good starting
value is a mesh size of 1/10th to 1/15th of the critical dimension. In case of the
ICP interface the critical dimension would be the skimmer orifice.
Aside from the discretization, the number of seeded particles plays an impor-
tant role. Especially with high beam currents, the number of particles has to be
large in order to achieve a reliable deposition of the charge onto the simulator
mesh. Similar to the mesh size, this parameter can be optimized by increasing
the number of particles to the point where no improvement of the results is
obtained. Equally to the mesh size, a good starting point for the number of
seeded particles is 250 particles per node of the seed plane.
1.4.5 Diagnostics
Once the problem converges, the data have to be analyzed while still in the
memory of the computer. Even though a method of writing all information to
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the disk for further analysis is available, the amount of disk space is enormous
for 3D geometries, especially due to the large number of particle trajectories.
A multitude of beam diagnostics means are implemented into IBSIMU, rang-
ing from particle tracking and field evaluation to the emittance analysis. In this
work, mainly the tools to analyze the intersection of particle trajectories with a
plane were used. The simulator also offers the means to derive beam profiles on
a line perpendicular to the beam axis. The 2D beam profiling and the emittance
of the beam can be obtained at virtually any position. Due to the high versatility
of the code, also custom-made scatter plots, histograms and field plots on a line
or plane can be deduced with ease. A complete list of possible post-processing
features is given in the documentation of the code4.
1.5 Aim of the work
The aim of this work is a better understanding of the fundamental processes
involved in the occurrence of mass discrimination in MC-ICP-MS. Even though
the effect of mass discrimination is inherent to most mass analyzers, it is a
crucial issue in MC-ICP-MS. Whereas other mass spectrometric techniques
involving multiple collector setups are dominated by fractionation in the ion
source (thermal ionization) or the sample introduction (gas source), in MC-
ICP-MS the mass discrimination occurs during the ion extraction from the
plasma and the subsequent ion beam formation. Moreover, the co-extraction
of argon ions from the plasma with significant beam currents, often several
orders of magnitude higher than the ions of interest, causes effects observable
in MC-ICP-MS.
Considering the age of the mass spectrometric techniques, ICP-MS is one
of the youngest and certainly one of the most complex in terms of ion transfer
from the source to the detector. This, combined with the fact that the method
is fit-for-purpose for most applications in the current state, has led to receding
interest in the fundamental aspects associated with mass discrimination. Isotope
ratio and isotopic abundance determinations, as well as isotope dilution mass
4http://www.ibsimu.sourceforge.com, last accessed on 18-March-2015
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spectrometry, using MC-mass spectrometers, was originally practically exclu-
sively used in geological sciences and the nuclear science and industry. The
development of the MC-ICP-MS, with its benefits of high sample throughput
and low detection limits, has made the method also interesting for other fields,
such as medical applications. For this reason, the main focus of the development
was application-based, since the new scientific fields demanded improved oper-
ation procedures and exploration of isotopic systems not studied so far. Only
recently, the observation of non-mass-dependent mass discrimination has raised
new interest in the fundamental processes involved.
In this thesis, a systematic study of the effects contributing to mass discrimi-
nation was conducted. At first, the radial isotopic composition of the ion beam
was studied by ion implantation with subsequent analysis of the implantation
target by laser ablation MC-ICP-MS. These experiments were inspired by the
heterogeneous isotope distributions in the ion beam, observed by beam scanning
over the entrance slit of the mass spectrometer. In order to obtain information on
the isotope distribution at the most upstream position accessible, implantation
targets were placed directly after the skimmer cone, as well as at the bottom of
the first ion optical element, known as the extraction lens.
Based on the results of the ion implantation experiments, the question arose
to what magnitude the collisions contribute to mass discrimination. This was
studied by computational means by the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method.
The expansion of the plasma into the void between the sampler and skimmer
cone, and the subsequent expansion into the mass spectrometer was simulated.
Due to the complexity of the geometry, the simulations demanded massive
parallel computing to obtain results in a reasonable time-frame.
After obtaining modeling data supporting the radial dependence of the iso-
topic composition in the ion beam an additional attempt was made to gather data
for elements with (m/q< 110), which failed with the ion implantation approach.
To circumvent the necessity of the ion implantation, a variable aperture was
designed, manufactured and placed at the base of the first ion optical element,
substituting the implantation target. The aperture constrains the beam to an
adjustable diameter, rendering an in situ determination of the ion beam possible.
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To ensure coincidence of the aperture with the ion beam, a micro-manipulator
supported the aperture, allowing alignment of both axes.
The results for the ion beam diameter from the variable aperture experiments,
led to the experimental part, described in Chapter 5. Many attempts to simulate
the ion beam were performed during the time period of this thesis. However,
none yielded any plausible data. After the beam diameters were measured with
the variable aperture, the reported values for the gross beam current had to be
questioned. In order to directly measure the beam current of the Neptune MC-
ICP-MS instrument, a Faraday cup was placed after the first ion optical element.
An adjustable potential was applied to the Faraday cup with the expectation to
obtain the plasma potential with a retarding field analyzer setup.
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2.1 Abstract
Instrumental mass discrimination in multi-collector inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) was investigated with respect to influences
after ion extraction from the plasma and during ion beam formation. The
ions were implanted in targets which were subsequently subjected to spatially
(radially) resolved isotopic analysis via laser ablation MC-ICP-MS or to bulk
isotopic composition via conventional solution nebulization MC-ICP-MS. For
the elements Cd, Pb and U, the isotope ratios show a strong variation as a
function of distance from the center, whereas for lighter elements such as Li or
Ni, such variation could not be detected by this approach, due to low signal-to-
background ratios. The bulk isotope ratio of Li was found to be fractionated by
9–12% with respect to that in the sample at the earliest accessible location of
the ion beam. Heavier elements show less isotope fractionation down to ≈0.4%
for Pb and U. The combination of bulk and spatially resolved data suggests a
combination of coulombic repulsion and scattering effects as main contributors
to instrumental mass discrimination.
2.2 Introduction
Mass discrimination in inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) is still not fully understood and consequently, it is an issue that is in-
tensely and controversially discussed among specialists [48–50]. It refers to the
non-stoichiometric composition of the detected ion beam with respect to the
stoichiometry of the original sample material. Instrumental mass discrimination
especially hampers accurate determination of absolute isotope ratios, which
is of crucial importance in various scientific fields, such as geo- and cosmo-
chemistry [58, 59], archeology [60, 61] and nuclear applications like half-live
determinations [62–64] or the analysis of used nuclear fuel [66]. In case of
relative isotope ratio determinations, mass discrimination is not an inherent
issue, since a comparison of isotope ratios is relied on. Yet, also in this case, a
small extent of mass discrimination is favorable because fluctuations over time
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affect the results less severely while also the effect of a difference in matrix
composition between sample and standard is mitigated.
Shortly after the successful coupling of an ICP to a mass spectrometer by
Houk et al. [1] in 1980, speculations about possible limitations of the method
due to the space-charge effect and its associated mass discrimination [36, 52]
were raised in the literature. The mass discrimination was further subject of
intensive investigation in experimental [53–55] and theoretical [56, 57] studies.
It has been reported that, typically, the heavier of two isotopes shows a transport
efficiency that is 10–20% higher than that for the lighter one in the case of light
elements and down to ≈1% higher for heavy elements [67]. Even though the
major sources of the mass discrimination are known, the individual contributions
remain unclear. The general sources of mass discrimination as described by,
among others, Fontaine et al. [73] are (a) sample introduction and ion generation,
(b) collisions, (c) space-charge effects and (d) energy-selective ion transmission.
Various strategies to correct for mass discrimination have been proposed over
the years [68–70], but all correction models are based on empirical equations
rather than on a profound understanding of the entities causing the effect. The
impact of the ICP operating conditions and sample matrix have been studied
thoroughly in the past [73, 76, 77]. Recent reports of deviations from the
classic correction models have been published, either for all isotopes of an
element [51, 74] or the odd-numbered isotopes only [75]. Especially the latter
observations rise the demand for a deeper fundamental understanding of mass
discrimination.
The present study focused onto mass discrimination processes within the mass
spectrometer, which are commonly more difficult to assess. A first experiment
focused on mass discrimination during ion transfer from the ICP into the mass
spectrometer. Furthermore, mass discrimination after the charge separation was
also investigated.
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2.2.1 Mass discrimination during ion transfer into the
mass spectrometer
During the transfer of the ions from the plasma, operated at atmospheric pres-
sure, into the high vacuum of the mass spectrometer, the ions have to pass a
differential pumping system (the interface), consisting of two co-axial cones
(sampling and skimmer cone) with an aperture of≈1 mm diameter. This transfer
of the quasi-neutral plasma is accompanied by mass discrimination due to the
adiabatic expansion into the vacuum and the associated skimming by the skim-
mer aperture. Recently, Taylor et al. [101] identified collisions as the dominant
effect for mass discrimination in the interface, mainly as a result of scattering in
the shock wave at the tip of the skimmer aperture. Their findings also suggest
the absence of any space-charge effect during the ion transfer, because of the
quasi neutrality of the plasma. This absence of space-charge effects explains
earlier findings by Andrén et al. [76] for the isotopic composition of boron
deposited around the skimmer aperture. Isotopic fractionation in the range of
3% depletion of 10B has been reported for depositions both on the inside and
outside of the skimmer, whereas the aspirated solution remained unfractionated
and the material deposited on the sampling cone was even slightly enriched in
the lighter isotope. This suggests only insignificant disturbance of the isotopic
composition during the sample introduction and the ion formation in the plasma.
2.2.2 Mass discrimination after charge separation
After the skimmer aperture, a charge separation is taking place; the electrons
are lost to the grounded interface and the neutral species are removed by the
pumping system. The positive ions are accelerated by the first ion lens (extrac-
tion lens) towards the mass spectrometer. The charge density of the formed
ion beam is rather high [95], which causes coulombic repulsion between the
positively charged ions, usually referred to as the space-charge effect. Accord-
ing to Kawakatsu et al. [102], in a field-free region, the motion induced by
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space-charge is given by the following equation,
r′ =
√
1836N
4piε0
√
m0
2e
j
V 3/2
1
r
(2.1)
with r and r′ the radius of the initial and resulting ion beam, respectively, the
electron mass to charge ratio m0/e in kg C−1, the permittivity of the vacuum
ε0 in F m−1, N the mass number of the ion, j the beam current in A and V the
acceleration voltage in V.
However, equation 2.1 is only valid for field-free regions and only describes
the mutual repulsion between ions of the same species with given velocity. The
equation should be used for demonstration purpose only. As can be seen from
the equation, a higher acceleration voltage results in less beam broadening,
whereas a higher current causes the opposite. Unfortunately, the extraction
from the plasma is more complex. The corresponding region is characterized
by a strong electric field and the ions have different starting kinetic energies
because they are all moving with the same velocity determined by the neutral
Ar atoms flowing through the skimmer aperture [8]. The latter fact gives rise to
another source of mass discrimination. The ion trajectories in an electric field
are a function of the mass-to-charge ratio and the kinetic energy. Therefore, the
focus point of the ion trajectory is a function of the ion mass-to-charge ratio. A
“clipping” of the beam (e.g. in the ESA or by any slit) will lead to differences
in ion transmission. This effect is mitigated by an increase in acceleration
voltage, which is why sector field ICP-MS systems extract ions with potentials
in the low kV range and accelerate them to final kinetic energies in the range of
4–10 keV [31].
Experiments using ion implantation into graphite crucibles and metallic
targets have already been performed earlier. But so far, only information
on the isotopic composition at the skimmer position is available [76]. To
obtain additional information on the mass discrimination deeper in the mass
spectrometer, graphite crucibles were positioned at the earliest possible stage
behind the interface to be able to determine the bulk isotopic composition
of the extracted ion beam via solution nebulization MC-ICP-MS. The radial
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dependence of the isotopic composition was investigated by placing metallic
targets about 55 mm downstream of the skimmer orifice and subsequent spatially
resolved isotopic analysis of the implanted matter by laser ablation MC-ICP-
MS.
2.3 Experimental
All experiments carried out are based on the implantation of ions in different
solid targets, similar to measurements reported elsewhere [53–55]. However, the
difference to previous studies is the focus on the radial isotope ratio distribution,
rather than on element distributions.
All experiments were performed under wet plasma conditions. The sample
was introduced into a SSI spray chamber (consisting of a cyclonic and a scott-
type) by a PFA micro-flow nebulizer (PFA-ST, Elemental Scientific, Omaha, NE,
USA). The flow rate was determined to be ' 80 mg min−1. The concentration
of the solution was adjusted to be approximately 10 mg kg−1 per element in
3% nitric acid. The experiments were performed within 48–72 h of continuous
operation. All solutions were prepared with ultrapure water obtained from a
Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA).
The nitric acid used throughout the experiments was of semiconductor VLSI
grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland).
The contribution of ion transfer from the plasma to the instrumental mass
discrimination was assessed by placing a graphite crucible as close as possible
behind the skimmer of the Neptune MC-ICP-MS instrument (Thermo Scientific,
Bremen, Germany). The MC-ICP-MS instrument used is equipped with a
large interface pump (OnTool Booster 150, Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH, Asslar,
Germany) with a nominal pumping speed of 120 m3 h−1. Details on the
operating conditions are provided in Table 2.1.
A cross-section of the mass spectrometer interface with the relevant features
and the positions of ion beam sampling is given in Fig. 2.11. The crucible
(position C) was floating around -2 kV, like the commonly used extraction lens.
1Note the extension of the first ion lens which is unique to the systems adapted to glove-boxes.
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Table 2.1: Instrument settings and data acquisition parameters for the Neptune.
Operation
Forward power 1350 W
Guard Electrode grounded
Gas flows:
Cool 14.0 L min−1
Auxiliary 0.9 L min−1
Sample 0.8 L min−1
Make-up 0.3–0.5 L min−1
Injector Sapphire (narrow bore)
Spray chamber Thermo Scientific SSI
Cones:
Sampler Aluminum 0.9 mm diameter aperture
Skimmer X-Skimmer (AHF)
Data Aquisition
Collection Mode static
Amplifier resistor 1011Ω
Amplifier rotation Off
Resolution '400, low resolution
Acquisition time 1.048 s per cycle
Background Defocus
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The extracted ions should be implanted almost quantitatively in the crucible and
therefore, represent the bulk isotopic composition of the extracted ion beam.
A-A ( 3 : 1 )
A
A
D C
Extension
Extraction lens
Skimmer cone
Sampling cone
Plasma torch
Figure 2.1: Schematic cross-section of the interface of the Neptune MC-ICP-MS
instrument used. Markers C&D refer to the crucible and implanta-
tion target position, respectively.
To determine the contribution of the mass-dependent divergence of the ion
beam to the radial fractionation of the isotopes, the crucible was removed and
an implantation target was positioned at the base of the first ion lens (position D,
Fig. 2.1). The target was mounted on a supporting plate and exposed to the ion
beam for a given time. In a first experiment, Al was used as target material (to be
substituted by Ta later). Monte Carlo simulations with The Stopping and Range
of Ions in Matter – SRIM [103] software predict a maximum implantation
depth of several nm for either target material, which suggests that laser ablation
MC-ICP-MS is a suitable technique for the determination of the radial isotopic
profile. The following sections provide a more detailed description of the
individual experiments.
2.3.1 Aluminum target
This experiment was performed on an Element 2 (Thermo Scientific, Bre-
men, Germany) single-collector sector field ICP-MS instrument located at
ETH Zürich. The Element shares an identical interface design with the Nep-
Aside from slightly different potentials of the second ion lens, there is no further difference
with respect to a standard system.
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tune, therefore no difference in the characteristics of ion transfer should to be
expected. The implantation target was placed at the base of the extraction lens
of the spectrometer. It was made from an aluminum alloy (3.2315) and replaced
the graphite disk usually located at the base of the ion lens (see Fig. 2.1). The
original graphite disk has an aperture of 1 mm radius, the Al target had an
aperture of only 0.15 mm diameter in order to capture most of the ion beam.
The small remaining orifice was used to adjust the operating conditions of the
instrument to achieve highest sensitivity prior to the implantation.
The aspirated solution contained the elements: Li, B, Sr, Cd, Nd, Pb and U
at the aforementioned concentration. Natural isotopic composition is assumed
for all elements [104], except for Pb and U, for which the certified reference
materials, NIST SRM 981 and IRMM-184, respectively, were used.
2.3.2 Tantalum target 1
Due to chemical impurities in the Al target, the target material was changed to
Ta. A further benefit of substituting the material is the much lower sputter rate
of Ta during implantation. The Ta-disks were prepared from foils with 15 mm
diameter and 0.010 mm thickness, purchased from Goodfellow (Goodfellow
Cambridge Ltd., Huntingdon, UK). The chemical purity is certified to be better
than 99.9%. The Ta-disks were mounted on spare Al-disks described in the
previous experiment by adhesive kapton tape. In order to optimize the operating
condition, a 0.075 mm pinhole was drilled by laser ablation before mounting
the disk in the MC-ICP-MS instrument.
The aspirated solution contained the elements: Li, B, Ni, Sr, Cd, Nd, Pb and
U at the aforementioned concentration. All elements were assumed to be of
natural isotopic composition [104], except for Pb and U, for which was NIST
SRM 981 and NBS CRM U-500, respectively, were used. The U-500 CRM
was used to improve the data for uranium, since the low mass discrimination
for the heavy ions was hardly detectable with natural uranium due to the low
abundance of 235U.
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2.3.3 Tantalum target 2
The first Ta experiment was repeated with a smaller number of elements in
the implantation solution. Only the lower mass elements Li, Ni and Cd were
present. A further modification was the lack of a pinhole, because the earlier
experiments revealed no significant need of retuning of the instrument after
mounting the targets in the spectrometer. This attempt was chosen due to the
inability to detect light elements on the target in the previous experiment (see
section 2.4).
2.3.4 Graphite crucible 1
The experiments described above were designed to derive the radial distribution
of isotope ratios in the ion beam. The last set of experiments targeted a deter-
mination of the bulk isotopic composition at the earliest possible stage of the
ion beam. To fulfil this goal, a graphite crucible (Leco Corp., St. Joseph, MI,
USA) was machined to fit tightly into the extraction lens. The bottom of the
crucible is located approximately 25 mm downstream from the skimmer orifice,
the rim was aligned with level to the extraction lens, at 16.2 mm downstream of
the skimmer orifice.
In this experiment, the same solution as in the previous experiment was used,
containing Li, Ni and Cd only. The solution was aspirated for 48 h under
identical operating conditions. After the crucible was retrieved, it was immersed
in concentrated nitric acid in an ultra sonic bath for 10 min. The concentrated
nitric acid was diluted to a total volume of 5 mL with water before subsequent
adjustment of the concentrations to levels allowing to have > 5 V response on
a Faraday cup of the MC-ICP-MS instrument. The isotopic composition of
the elements was determined relative to that of the implantation solution via
conventional solution nebulization MC-ICP-MS.
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2.3.5 Graphite crucible 2
In order to cover the full mass range of elements not considered in the previous
implantation, the experiment was repeated with the elements Li, Ti, Cd, Pb
and U. Ni was replaced by Ti due to background issues during analysis. A
fresh crucible was prepared and placed in the extraction lens. The crucible
was exposed to the ion beam for a total of 48 h and treated according to the
procedure described before.
2.3.6 Analytical techniques
The targets were measured after implantation by means of laser ablation MC-
ICP-MS or conventional solution nebulization MC-ICP-MS. With laser ablation,
single spots were analyzed on a line from position A of the target towards
its center (position B) as depicted in Fig 2.2a, except for the Al target; here
a line scan from the rim region (position A) towards the center (position B)
was performed (Fig 2.2b). The spacing between adjacent ablation spots was
Figure 2.2: Sketch of the Ta-target assembly (a) mounted in the Neptune MC-
ICP-MS instrument and Al-target (b) mounted in the Element2. In
light grey, the Al backing with its four mounting holes is shown.
The Ta-foil (dark grey area) is concentrically aligned with the Al
support. The dotted line represents the area exposed to the ion beam,
the rest of the assembly is covered by the first ion lens. (a) The array
of small dots depicts one line of ablation craters. For subsequent
analysis, the target is rotated around its center. (b) The position of
the line scan, performed on the Al target, is given by the black line.
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Table 2.2: Operating conditions of the laser ablation system.
Wave length 266 nm
Pulse width 2 ns
Repetition rate 10 Hz
Energy density 2.5 J cm−2
Spot size ' 120 µm
Number of pulses per spot 20
Carrier gas He
Carrier flow rate 1.25 L min−1
Ablation pattern line raster
Spacing between adjacent spots ' 150 µm
chosen to be 150 micrometer to avoid overlapping, but still ensure high spatial
resolution density. The laser ablation system used has been described in detail
elsewhere [105]; the operating conditions are summarized in Tab. 2.2.
Simulations by SRIM software provide information on implantation yield and
depth. Due to recoils, the implantation yield for 2 keV 7Li+-ions in Ta is only
56% at an implantation depth maximum of ≈8 nm. For the heavier elements,
the implantation yields increase, to 80% for 58Ni+-ions, 91% for 114Cd+-
ions and 98.4% and 99.5% for 208Pb+-ions and 238U+-ions, respectively. The
implantation depth maximum is decreasing from ≈8 nm for 7Li+-ions to only
1.7 nm for 238U+-ions, the implantation depth profiles are given in Fig 2.3.
Because laser ablation removes material in the range of several 100 nm per
pulse, a complete removal of the implanted ions is ensured.
The transient data, obtained from laser ablation MC-ICP-MS analysis, were
analyzed by a R-script2 in order to automatically detect the peaks and reduce
the data to background-corrected mean and standard deviation for each event.
The integration window was set to 7 data points, which represents about 7.3 s
of integration time.
2http://www.r-project.org/
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Figure 2.3: Simulated implantation depth profiles for Li, Ni, Cd, Pb and U,
implanted with 2 keV into Ta with incident ion beam normal to the
surface.
2.4 Results and Discussion
The bulk isotopic composition determined at position C (Fig. 2.1) by solution
nebulization MC-ICP-MS provides direct information on the extracted ion
beam behind the skimmer. In the first graphite crucible experiment, the 6/7Li
isotope ratio was found to be 9(1)%/u depleted in 6Li, whereas Cd experienced
an average of 0.5(1)%/u depletion only, for the ratios 110/114Cd, 111/114Cd,
112/114Cd and 113/114Cd. A higher number of elements in the solution provided
additional information on Ti, Pb and U. A graphical representation of the results
is given in Fig. 2.4. The data are consistent with the first experiment, except for
Li. The high variability in the low mass range is common and can be explained
by differences in the experimental parameters between the two experiments,
including the exchange of the crucible.
The mass-dependent variation of the mass discrimination (curve shape) repre-
sented in Fig. 2.4 is in good agreement with the reports by Chmeleff et al. [67].
However, the published values are almost a factor two larger than found in
this work, which is most likely governed by radial isotope fractionation due
to the space-charge effect and scattering by the background gas associated
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Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of the data from graphite crucibles 1 (grey
squares) and 2 (black circles). The data are based on mean values
for the isotope ratios for Li: 6/7Li, for Ti: 46/48Ti, 47/48Ti, 50/48Ti
and 46/50Ti, for Cd: 110/114Cd, 111/114Cd, 112/114Cd, 113/114Cd, for
Pb: 206/208Pb and 207/208Pb and for U: 234/238U and 235/238U. The
error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean.
with ion beam "clipping" further downstream in the mass spectrometer. This
"clipping" was minimized in this study by placing the implantation target as
close as possible to the skimmer without any obstructing geometric features.
The study by Andrén et at. [76] was carried out under comparable experi-
mental conditions for boron only. The data reported for Fe, Zn and Tl cannot
be compared exactly because the system used by Andrén [76] did not allow
capacitive decoupling of the plasma, resulting in high plasma potential and
thus, different operation conditions. Even though the data were obtained under
different experimental conditions, a similarity in the mass dependence of the
mass discrimination is observable, but the magnitude is different. These authors
reported that B collected from the sampling cone was slightly enriched in 10B
by 0.5(2)%, but substantially depleted in 10B by 3.3% and 3.5% on the outer and
inner side of the skimmer, respectively. These data suggest that ion generation
in the plasma is a minor contributor to the overall mass discrimination only.
The metallic implantation targets were analyzed for their radial isotopic
distribution as described in section 2.3. The raw data were blank-corrected,
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but no correction for instrumental mass discrimination was performed due to
the relative nature of the experiments. From the Al target, only data for Cd
could be evaluated. The data for the other elements showed no significant radial
dependence of the isotope ratios because the signal-to-background ratio was
too low for a reliable evaluation, as can be seen in Fig. 2.5 for the Li data.
A visual inspection of the Al target revealed severe mechanical damage due
to the exposure to the ion beam. A closer inspection by optical microscopy
confirmed this: open bubbles from implanted Ar were visible to an extent of
a sponge-like morphology in the center. Even at the edge of the exposed area,
material removal to an extent of almost 0.006 mm was observed.
In the subsequent experiment with a Ta target, the data for the lighter elements
(Li, B, Ni and Sr) were also insufficiently different from the background to derive
meaningful results. Due to this detection inability, the number of elements in the
implantation solution was reduced. This should lead to a slightly lower overall
beam current and reduce space-charge effects which might spread the ion beam
too much for the light elements to reach the target. To achieve comparability
to the previous targets, Cd was added to the solution. Even though Li and Ni
could be detected, the signal-to-background ratio was too low with the MC-
ICP-MS instrument. Measurements on an Element 2 single collector instrument
improved the signal to background ratio, but the scatter of the isotope ratios was
too high to draw conclusions.
Due to the large number of failed experiments, only the data from exper-
iments with high signal-to-background ratios are summarized. A graphical
representation of the Cd isotope ratio data from the Al target is given in Fig. 2.6
as three-isotope-plot in ln-ln space. A relationship between radial position and
isotope ratio was established. This radial fractionation follows the Russell-
Law [71] which is mostly observed in MC-ICP-MS [50]. The data were derived
from a line scan recorded with a speed of 3 µm s−1 from position A to B
(Fig. 2.2b).
The data from the Ta targets were obtained by single spot laser ablation
as described before. Even though only the elements Cd, Pb and U could be
detected, these data not only support the results from the Al target, they also
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unveil a difference in the magnitude of mass discrimination. The relative mass
discrimination follows the expectation (Cd > Pb > U), as depicted in Fig. 2.7.
The high scatter of the data is a result of the pooling of several analyses into a
single data set. However, the general trend becomes clearly visible in Fig 2.7.
In addition, a single data set from a representative Cd isotope ratio analysis is
given in Fig. 2.8 with 111/114Cd isotope ratio and the corresponding transient
signal for 114Cd.
Laser ablation provides spatially resolved information on the implanted mat-
ter from which the ion beam profile could be deduced. For this, a relation
between signal height profiles of the individual elements and ion beam intensity
has to be assumed. However, the sputtering due to the high Ar-beam current
jeopardizes this. As can be seen from Fig. 2.8, the signal intensity is high in the
rim zone, then drops somewhat when moving towards the center. The final drop
coincides with optically observed material defects, which lead to the conclusion
that, at this location, material has been removed by sputtering. Because no
absolute information on the sputter rates is available the beam profile can not
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be adequately deduced from the signal intensities. This is in contrast to the
observations described elsewhere [54, 55] but can be explained by the experi-
mental conditions. Chen and Houk [54] applied graphite as a target material.
The mechanical properties of graphite allow the implanted Ar to be released
due to its porosity. Therefore, no mechanical stress is building up, thus sput-
tering is avoided or strongly reduced. Further, the rather low spatial resolution
(1.59 mm) used in [54] might have prevented the identification of sputtering
effects. Burgoyne et al. [55] observed a dip in the implantation profile for light
elements (Li and Al), however this was rather attributed to space-charge effects
pushing the light ions out of center volume of the ion beam, thus creating a
so-called hollow beam. In addition, the use of graphite combined with a compa-
rably short implantation time of 17 h presumably mitigates potential sputtering
influences. Data from the present study show a low intensity zone in the center
of the ion beam, regardless of the mass of the ion. This leads to the conclusion
that this feature is to be rather attributed to sputtering than to space-charge
effects. The formation of a hollow beam is unlikely, such beam characteristics
would persist downstream in the mass spectrometer and could be revealed by
scanning the ion beam over the entrance slit of the mass spectrometer, a feature
not observed on the system used. Moreover, the observation of an intensity
minimum is in agreement with the findings by Li et al. [53]. They concluded
that the bimodal intensity distribution of their data might be the result of a loss
of implanted/deposited material on the target due to thermal effects.
2.5 Conclusions
The data for the bulk isotopic composition of the ion beam shortly after charge
separation presented in this work show a clear mass-dependence. The magni-
tude of mass discrimination at this point is in the order of 50% of the generally
observed mass discrimination of the entire mass spectrometer. This observation
leads to the conclusion that the extraction of the ions from the plasma represents
a main contribution to the mass discrimination. Further, the isotopic composi-
tion of the ion beam is strongly dependent on the radial position, especially in
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the center region. Typically, only the center region of the ion beam is transmitted
into the ion lens system of the mass spectrometer. As a result an additional
contribution to instrumental mass discrimination is generated due to the "clip-
ping" of the ion beam. Although, the origin of the radial fractionation has not
completely been unravelled yet, it can be either attributed to collisions with
the background gas or to space-charge effects subsequent to charge separation.
Most likely, both effects contribute to a high extent to the overall observation. A
combination of the radial profile information with the bulk isotopic composition
leads to the conclusion that the largest part of the mass discrimination in ICP-
MS has to be situated in the very first section of the mass spectrometer, namely
during ion extraction from the plasma and the formation of the ion beam after
the charge separation with its associated ion beam clipping.
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3. Modeling of the plasma extraction efficiency of an ICP-MS
3.1 Abstract
The interface between the atmospheric pressure plasma ion source and the high
vacuum mass spectrometer is a crucial part of an inductively coupled plasma -
mass spectrometer. It influences the efficiency of the mass transfer into the mass
spectrometer, it also contributes to the formation of interfering ions and to mass
discrimination. This region was simulated using the Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo method with respect to the formation of shock waves, mass transport
and mass discrimination. The modeling results for shock waves and mass
transport are in overall agreement with the literature. Insights into the effects
and geometrical features causing mass discrimination could be gained. The
overall observed collision based mass discrimination is lower than expected
from measurements on real instruments, supporting the assumptions that inter-
particle collisions play a minor role in this context published earlier. A full
representation of the study, for two selected geometries, is given in form of a
movie as supplementary data.
3.2 Introduction
From the beginning of the deployment of the inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
as ion source for mass spectrometry [1], the vacuum interface was a key part and
the main focus of instrument research and development. The initial single-stage
pinhole interface, as proposed by Kantrowitz and Grey [35], posed several
disadvantages, mainly the limited acceptance of high matrix containing sam-
ples and the formation of cluster ions [36]. This limitation was significantly
mitigated by the introduction of a dual-stage setup, based on the early work
of Campargue [37] and Beijerinck et al. [38] on molecular beams. A general
improved performance was reported for such setups by Gray and Date [39]
and Douglas et al. [40]. However, with the success of commercially available
instruments, the focus of instrument development shifted towards application-
oriented aspects. Just recently, the interface is receiving renewed attention, by
the development of the Jet-interface [41], the triple cone setup [45] and 90◦ ion
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deflection designs [45–47] to improve sensitivity and/or reduce background and
interferences. A side-effect of the Jet-interface is a substantial reduction in mass
discrimination [106]. The underlying effects leading to this are unknown or at
least unpublished.
The present paper describes a possibility to model the fluid flow through the
entire interface into the mass spectrometer with the Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) method developed by Bird [79]. This particle-based computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) method is the dominant numerical approach for
solving rarefied gas flows [107].
The rarefaction of a fluid is best described by the Knudsen number Kn. This
dimensionless parameter is describing the ratio of the mean free path length λ
of an atom or molecule and the critical dimension d - in this case the skimmer
orifice diameter - according to equation 3.1.
Kn =
λ
d
(3.1)
For sufficiently rarefied fluids, the Navier-Stokes equation becomes inadequate;
the threshold for validity is reported as Kn ≤ 0.1–0.2 [78]. In the ICP-MS
interface, the Knudsen number expected at the tip of the skimmer cone is in the
range of Kn ≈ 0.3 [82], thus rendering the Navier-Stokes equation invalid.
A further issue with the application of conventional CFD is the formation
of shock waves in the process of establishing the flow field. The modeling is
always starting with a predefined set of boundary conditions. In order to reduce
the computation time, these are selected to be in the range of the equilibrium
conditions for the observed system. For conventional CFD, this leads to the
problem that the incident Ar plasma at ambient pressure is facing the intermedi-
ate interface void at about 100 Pa vacuum. In the beginning of the simulation,
the sharp gradient in pressure causes a shock wave to form with rapid changes
in thermophysical properties, namely pressure and temperature of the fluid.
Those rapid changes eventually exceed the tabulated values of certain properties,
causing a crash of the modeling software before the steady state is reached.
DSMC, however, does not rely on thermophysical data for the simulation. It
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is rather based on particles representing a large number of real gas molecules.
The evolution of the fluid flow is tracked by the calculation of the collisions of
particles with other particles, as well as with the walls of the simulation domain.
By dividing the simulation regime into small time steps and subsequently
performing the calculations mentioned above, the system is eventually reaching
steady-state [79].
Typical DSMC applications vary from space vehicle re-entry [83] to micro-
and nanoscale fluid flows [84]. So far, only the first vacuum stage of the ICP
interface was modeled by DSMC [85–87]. Those studies were limited to the flow
through the sample cone, whereas the present study is focused on the complete
transport into the mass spectrometer. Furthermore, the ability of DSMC to
support the design of new cones is evaluated and the possible contribution of
collisions to the instrumental mass discrimination is investigated.
3.3 Modeling conditions
3.3.1 Simulation domain and boundary conditions
All simulations were carried out with dsmcFoam, which is part of the open
source C++ CFD toolbox OpenFOAM v2.2 [108]. Most simulations were
performed on a high performance computing cluster offering 360 cores operating
Scientific Linux. Additionally, the Cray XE6, Monte Rosa of the CSCS Swiss
National Supercomputing Center was utilized. A conventional dual processor
hex-core Xeon PC running under Gentoo Linux was used for simple tasks and
the post processing. The dsmcFoam code has been benchmarked against other
DSMC codes, as well as conventional CFD and analytical solution to well
described problems ranging from 1D to 3D as described by Scanlon et al. [109].
The ICP-MS interface set-up investigated here resembles that of the Neptune
multi-collector ICP-mass spectrometer and Element 2 single-collection sector
field ICP-mass spectrometer from Thermo Scientific [31]. Four different set-ups
were modeled based on the two commercially available cone designs for sampler
(Standard and Jet) and skimmer (H and X), respectively. Based on technical
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drawings and close-ups of the skimmer tip cross section by Taylor et al. [101],
the geometry was digitized and a mesh was established. In Figure 3.1, a
schematic representation of the simulation domain for a Jet-sampler / X-skimmer
configuration is given with the positions for quantitative geometry comparison
(see Figure 3.6–3.8). The simulation domain is filled with a structured mesh.
Mesh size and shape of the individual cells have been checked for impact on the
simulation results. No such impact was detected with mesh sizes in the range of
5–100 µm. Because the interface is axisymmetric, it was opted to perform the
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Figure 3.1: Outline of the Jet-sampler / X-skimmer simulation domain with the
gray lines indicating the positions used for the geometry comparison
modeling in 2D with cylindrical symmetry. For this purpose a wedge-shaped
piece representing 5◦ of the geometry was used. This, unfortunately results in
poor statistics in the very central part of the domain caused by the wedge-shaped
cells in axisymmetric meshes, as described by Spencer et al. [87].
The walls of the simulation domain were set to constant temperatures with
the "Maxwellian-Thermal" wall interaction model. In this model, the particles
bouncing off the walls are thermalized with according wall temperature. To
mimic the temperature gradient from the tip of the cones towards the water-
cooled base, the walls were sectioned into four segments. The segment repre-
senting the pipe-like part of the cones was set to 1500 K, the adjacent walls
were kept at 1200 K, the following segment at 500 K and the base at 300 K. The
Ar plasma is represented by Ar neutrals only. A temperature of 5400 K [86] and
a pressure of 101325 Pa were assigned to the inlet boundary. Since the real flow
field at the inlet is not modeled in this work, a uniformly distributed velocity
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Table 3.1: Physical parameters for the DSMC simulation [110].
Gas m
(
10−27 kg
)
dre f
(
10−10 m
)
ω
Argon 66.3 4.17 0.81
Krypton 139.1 4.76 0.80
Xenon 218.0 5.74 0.85
field was applied to the inlet with a gas velocity of 690 m s−1 and oriented
coaxial to the beam axis, as derived from the literature [86]. To initialize the
domain with close to steady-state values, the voids of the interface were set to a
pressure of 100 Pa, both for the section between sampler and skimmer, as well
as downstream of the skimmer. As fixed pressure outlets are not implemented
in dsmcFoam, this was mimicked by a constant temperature of 10−8 K at those
boundaries. This unphysically low temperature causes all particles hitting the
boundary to be removed from the simulation domain. Therefore, these bound-
aries act as if they are ideal vacuum pumps. Each simulator particle represents
2×107 real atoms, the time steps between collision evaluations were chosen
to be 1×10−9 s. This leads to approximately 1.2×107 particles in the system,
resulting in ≈ 2×105 collisions per time step. A list of the physical parameters
employed for the species utilized in the simulation is summarized in Table 3.1.
The reference diameter for the collision selection is represented by dref, ω is
the viscosity coefficient in the utilized variable hard sphere model [79]. These
parameters are of particular importance for the collision selection process in the
DSMC simulation.
At the start of the simulation, only a few particles are in the system, based
on the initial pressure condition. Once the simulation is running1, the particles
populate the domain through the inlet and eventually leave the domain once
they hit the outlet boundary (Figure 3.2). At the time the inflow approximately
matches the outflow, the simulation is considered in steady-state and stopped for
a change in modeling parameters. Up to this point, all deduced data for the flow
field have been discarded after each time step. The system reached equilibrium
1video available as electronic supplement
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Figure 3.2: Time evolution of the number of particles in the simulation domain.
after 25 microseconds flow time. The data were averaged for an additional time
slot of 50 microseconds to obtain a good representation of the flow field.
3.3.2 Type of simulations
As described before, the situation was simulated for four combinations, defined
by the selection of commercially available cone types. The particular focus was
put on the shock waves forming behind the sampler. Next to the shock waves,
also the fraction of particles transmitted through the skimmer was investigated.
The flow field data were sampled along the beam axis and across the skimmer
tip in order to qualitatively compare the results obtained with the different cone
combinations. In a final set of simulations, an attempt was made to derive the
extent of mass discrimination between the two cones, affecting the transmitted
matter. For this type of simulation, the particle type was altered from pure Ar
to a mixture of Ar, Kr and Xe, with 80%, 10% and 10% particle abundance,
respectively. Additionally, the number of particles was increased by a factor of
4 to achieve better statistics on the particle type based evaluation. The noble
gases were chosen for their well documented physical parameters necessary for
DSMC. Furthermore, Xe offers many isotopes over a wide mass range, which
could be used to derive mass discrimination on a single element, rather than on
the bulk gas composition. In order to derive the mass discrimination, a region
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0.4 mm wide starting on the center line was evaluated. The gas composition was
calculated according to equation 3.2a with the abundance Ai of the component i
and the respective particle numbers n.
Ai =
ni
∑n
(3.2a)
∆Ai =
(
Ai
Ai, init
−1
)
·100% (3.2b)
The relative deviation of the abundances of the individual species ∆Ai was
calculated by equation 3.2b against the initial abundance Ai, init. According to
Douglas and French [82], all matter passing the skimmer orifice and transmitted
into the mass spectrometer originates from this volume; therefore the rest
of the fluid was neglected. Also recent data from ion beam modeling with
IBSimu [111], as well as early modeling results i.e. [95], predict that the ions
are only extracted from the core of the plasma beam after the skimmer.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Shock waves
A shock wave is described as a nearly abrupt change in the characteristics of the
medium. Such a feature typically forms at obstacles placed in a supersonic flow,
such as the skimmer. In Figure 3.3 (left column), a graphical representation
of the pressure field with velocity vectors and streamlines is shown. Sketches
of the cones, with details of the tips of the skimmer cones are provided in
Figure A.1.1 in the Appendix, page A.1. For a better comparability the fields
for the Jet-sampler / X-skimmer cone combination are shown on the top, on
the bottom the Std-sampler / X-skimmer data is given. A weak shock wave is
forming at the skimmer tip and propagating towards the vacuum outlet. The
shock is better visible in the temperature field and from the pressure contour
lines in Figure 3.3 (right column). No indication of a barrel shock is observed
in the simulations. This might be associated with a too low pressure in the void
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Figure 3.3: Field data for Jet-sampler / X-skimmer (top) and Std-sampler /
X-skimmer (bottom). The left column shows the pressure field
including streamlines, the right column represents the temperature
and additionally, pressure contour lines (100–1000 Pa).
between the sampler and skimmer cone. In the work by Gray [112] a rather
weakly pronounced barrel-shock is present for low pressures in the expansion
volume. Only at far-field pressures exceeding 400 Pa the barrel-shock is well
developed .
Another feature visible in this figure is the evolution of a disturbance into
the skimmer. The pressure and temperature field data are too weak to support a
formation of a shock wave in the skimmer tip. Yet, an analysis of the velocity
distribution (Figure 3.4) of the particles in the vicinity of the skimmer orifice,
supports the findings by Taylor and Farnsworth [101]. These authors confirmed
the presence of a shock wave within the skimmer tip by laser spectroscopy. They
observed the fluid, passing through the skimmer cone, by laser spectroscopy and
deduced the velocity of Ar metastable atoms by their Doppler-shift. A bimodal
distribution was found, revealing a shock feature which is typically associated
with a high and a low velocity component.
Earlier works also reported a shock feature in the skimmer tip, Niu and
Houk [113] indirectly observed it by Langmuir probe measurements. Also
Olney et al. [114] reported deviations from the ideal skimming behavior during
pressure probe measurements. Bimodal Doppler profiles, derived from fluores-
cence excitation spectra by Patterson et al. [115], also pointed in this direction.
In Figure 3.5, the pressure along a line positioned 0.5 mm upstream of the
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the velocity distribution for the particles up-/ and
downstream of the skimmer orifice. The investigated particles are
located in a box with 0.4 mm width. For the upstream data, only
particles up to 1 mm upstream are evaluated. Downstream, all
particles are used.
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Figure 3.5: Pressure along a vertical line 0.5 mm upstream of the skimmer tip.
skimmer and perpendicular to the beam-axis is shown (see Figure 3.1). This
location was selected to avoid plotting artifacts due to the close proximity to
a wall. Yet, the data are still representative for the fluid passing through the
skimmer orifice. In general, the Jet-sampler produces a higher pressure at the
skimmer tip compared to the Standard-sampler. Also the pressure drop shows
an anomaly approximately 2.5 mm from the beam-axis for the Jet-sampler. For
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both cones, a pressure build-up close to the skimmer tip is observed. This could
be related to an imperfect penetration of the mach disk by the skimmer.
3.4.2 Mass transport and geometry comparison
From the flow field, the mass transport N˙ in particles per second is calculated
according to equation 3.3
N˙ = A · ‖~v‖ ·ρp (3.3)
with A the area of the skimmer orifice, ‖~v‖ the magnitude of the velocity and ρp
the particle number density. An example of the distribution of both quantities
(ρp and ‖~v‖) across the skimmer tip is given in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. Even
though the number density is higher for the Jet-sampler, the velocity magnitude
is almost identical, resulting in a higher flux for the Jet-sampler. A summary
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of the particle number density ρp across the skimmer
tip.
of the absolute values for key thermophysical parameters derived from the
simulation are summarized in Table 3.2.
The mass transport through the skimmer deviates slightly from that derived
from classical gas kinetics (10×1018 s−1) by Douglas and French [82]. Com-
paring the estimated transport efficiency according to equation 3.4a [116] to the
modeled one reveals a deviation in the range of a factor 1.5–3.3 (Table 3.3). In
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of the velocity magnitude ‖~v‖ across the skimmer tip.
Table 3.2: Thermophysical parameters at the skimmer tip. The data represents
the average of an interval from 0 to 0.3 mm in relation to the beam
axis with the standard deviation given in parentheses. The values for
the mass transport N˙ are calculated according to equation 3.3.
Setup STD/H STD/X JET/H JET/X
P (Pa) 182(10) 168(21) 252(15) 221(24)
T (K) 2165(86) 1940(166) 2232(92) 1991(136)
‖~v‖ (m s−1) 1849(54) 1923(123) 1841(55) 1934(119)
ρp
(
1021 m−3
)
6.0(2) 6.2(3) 8.2(2) 8.2(4)
N˙
(
1018 s−1
)
5.6(3) 6.0(5) 7.6(3) 8.0(6)
equation 3.4a, the heat capacity ratio γ = cp/cv = 5/3 of Ar is used, N˙i refers
to the particle flux through either cone, Ds is the diameter of the skimmer cone
(0.8 mm) and Xs the distance between sampler and skimmer cone, 7.3 mm for
the Standard-sampler and 9.23 mm for the Jet-sampler.
N˙Skimmer
N˙Sampler
= f (γ) ·
(
Ds
Xs
)2
(3.4a)
with f (γ) =
√
γ ·
(
2
γ+1
)(γ+1)/2·(γ−1)
(3.4b)
An explanation for the deviation from the predicted values is a possible over-
simplification by the gas kinetics estimations, the assumptions necessary to
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Table 3.3: Comparison of estimated and modeled transport efficiencies.
Setup STD/H STD/X JET/H JET/X
N˙Skimmer
N˙Sampler
estimated 0.87 % 0.87 % 0.55 % 0.55 %
N˙Skimmer
N˙Sampler
modeled 1.2 % 1.3 % 1.6 % 1.7 %
build the modeling domain and the differences in the geometries used in both
studies. Equation 3.4 is in contradiction to the experimental data for the Jet-
interface. The Jet-interface provides a large increase in ion yield, even though
the sampler-skimmer distance is larger than in the Standard-interface. When
comparing the modeling results for the Standard-sampler with H-skimmer to
the Jet-sampler in combination with the X-skimmer, a gain in mass transport up
to 40% is found, which is lower than actually observed, but the trend is correct.
From a qualitative performance comparison of the interface set-ups investi-
gated, it becomes evident that the pressure evolution is different for both sampler
cone designs. To gain more detailed insights into the differences of the designs,
several quantities were compared on the beam axis, since this is the crucial
region of the fluid flow. From Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the differences in particle
number density and velocity magnitude across the skimmer orifice for Jet- and
Standard-sampler are shown. When comparing the pressure on the beam axis
(Figure 3.8), the differences become even more evident. For both sampler cone
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Figure 3.8: Pressure distribution along the beam axis (also see Figure 3.1).
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designs, the pressure drops to almost the same level 1 mm upstream of the
skimmer orifice. An increase of one order of magnitude is observed over the
remaining distance. In the same region, a sudden drop in velocity (Figure 3.9),
which also coincides with an increase in temperature is observed. All those
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Figure 3.9: Velocity magnitude along the beam axis (also see Figure 3.1).
data suggest a shock wave in front of the skimmer orifice. Regardless of the
sample cone and the associated pressure differences, the pressure curve for each
cone design converges approximately 5 mm downstream of the skimmer orifice.
From Figure 3.8, a pattern can be derived. The X-skimmer shows an increase
in pressure at the tip, yet the pressure drops inside the skimmer almost imme-
diately in the fashion as upstream of the orifice. For the H-skimmer however,
the pressure remains at a higher level inside the skimmer. A drop in pressure
is only observed about 1.5 mm downstream of the orifice. These differences
between H- and X-skimmer are most likely attributed to the wider open space in
the X-skimmer, thus resulting in less pressure build-up on the high vacuum side.
A similar pattern can be observed for the velocity, as depicted in Figure 3.9. All
cone designs produce identical velocities at the skimmer tip, associated with a
drop just in front of the tip. Yet, the velocity in case of the X-skimmer remains
at a higher level downstream of the orifice, for the H-skimmer, the velocity
settles at a level approximately 20% lower.
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3.4.3 Mass discrimination
In the last set of simulations, the particle types injected were changed to resem-
ble a mixture of Ar, Kr and Xe. By comparing the fluid composition at certain
locations in the simulation domain to the original composition of the gas, the
mass discrimination for the four cone combinations was deduced. The mass
discrimination is expressed as percent deviation from the unaltered abundances.
All error bars in the following plots represent 1 standard deviation. Figure 3.10
provides data for Xe along the beam axis for the Standard-sampler with H-
skimmer and the Jet-sampler with X-skimmer. Each data point represents an
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Figure 3.10: Deviation of the Xe-abundance along the beam axis, for Standard-
sampler with H-skimmer (red ◦) and Jet-sampler with H-skimmer
(black ◦).
area of 1.0× 0.4 mm2, starting from the sampler orifice. The data suggest
that the main contribution to the mass discrimination is the fluid expansion
in the skimmer cone. For the Jet-sampler, even negative mass discrimination
is observed in the region upstream of the skimmer. This behavior can not be
explained at the moment. Further investigations with higher particle numbers
in the simulation domain might resolve this issue. It has to be pointed out that
the data only represent the central part of the fluid, since matter transmitted
into the mass spectrometer originates from this volume, as described earlier.
To compare the different cone combinations, the average of all the axial data
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points upstream (Figure 3.11) and downstream (Figure 3.12) of the skimmer
orifice are depicted. Whereas for the Jet-sampler, a strong alteration of the gas
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Figure 3.11: Deviation of the gas abundance ∆Ai upstream of the skimmer.
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Figure 3.12: Deviation of the gas abundance ∆Ai downstream of the skimmer.
composition in the void between sampler and skimmer cone is evident, such
behavior can not be observed for the Standard-sampler. However, downstream
of the skimmer the mass discrimination is less pronounced for the Jet-sampler
than for the Standard sampler. A significant distinction between the X- and the
H-skimmer is not possible due to the high scatter in the data. These findings
are in general agreement with data for the high mass range, e.g., uranium [117],
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where the mass discrimination is reduced regardless of the skimmer, whereas the
overall sensitivity gain of the Jet-interface is only observed with the X-skimmer
cone.
Recent ion implantation experiments [118] in a similar mass range, e.g., Cd,
revealed a radial dependence of the isotopic composition of the extracted ion
beam. In Figure 3.13, the fractionation of Xe perpendicular to the beam axis
and the beam intensity profile are shown. The extreme values for the off-axis
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Figure 3.13: Deviation of the relative Xe-abundance (◦) and beam profile (•)
perpendicular to the beam axis, 5 mm downstream of the skimmer
orifice, for Jet-sampler with X-skimmer. The line represents a fit
of the beam profile data with a Gaussian function.
part of the beam contribute to a rather low amount, because of the low particle
density in this region. However, a radial dependence is evident, supporting the
results from the ion implantation. The overall magnitude of mass discrimination
is lower than expected for particles with such high difference in mass.
3.5 Conclusion
The DSMC method is well suited to study the interface region of an ICP-
MS. Conventional CFD fails in this case due to the large differences in the
thermophysical parameters, such as pressure and temperature. Also the strong
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rarefaction of the fluid renders conventional CFD invalid for such a complex
simulation task. Even though DSMC only takes neutral species into account,
this is not considered as drawback. Since DSMC is solely relying on physical
parameters of the species involved, namely: mass, collision cross-section and
viscosity coefficient, it is not prone to biases from neglecting the ionic species.
Conventional CFD, however, would produce biased results due to the reliance
on, e.g. heat capacity, which is not only different for Ar+-ions compared to
neutral Ar atoms, but also changes with temperature. The current limitations of
the DSMC method are dominated by the availability of computing resources.
Despite the utilization of a Cray super computer (Cray XE6, Monte Rosa, as
of November 2013 number 112 in the TOP500-list) in parts of the study, the
computing times were in the range of days. Also the amount of data produced
is a limitation for such simulations, especially in terms of data post-processing.
Further, the limited number of tabulated data available for cross-sections and
viscosity coefficients hampers the DSMC approach. Finally, a combination
of DSMC for the fluid dynamics with electric field and space-charge solvers
for ion simulation would be highly beneficial. This would allow to properly
account for inter-particle repulsion after charge separation in the skimmer cone
in combination with ion-neutral and neutral-neutral collisions.
Taking this into consideration, the study has revealed different characteristics
of the pressure evolution in the first vacuum stage for the Standard-sampler
compared to the Jet-sampler. For both sampler cone designs, the formation of a
shock in front of the skimmer is observed. A formation of a barrel-shock was
not observed, probably due to a too low background pressure in the expansion
volume. This is directly related to a shortcoming of dsmcFoam, which does
not allow a fixed pressure on an outlet boundary. To overcome this issue a
severe modification of the DSMC-solver would be necessary, but is in general
possible. The Jet-sampler maintains a higher particle number density on the
skimmer orifice, at a velocity magnitude similar to the Standard-sampler. Major
differences were observed for the skimmer cones, the X-skimmer offers better
performance in terms of less disturbance of the expansion into the high vacuum
part of the system.
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Mass discrimination could be modeled for a wide mass range at many dif-
ferent locations. A radial dependence was also evident in implantation experi-
ments [118] and could be reproduced by modeling. These data show evidence
that the expansion of the fluid in the skimmer cone is the main contributor to
collision-based mass discrimination. In particular for the Standard-sampler
this effect is strong, with insignificant mass discrimination upstream of the
skimmer and a depletion of Ar up to 40% downstream. The Jet-sampler on the
other hand shows a peculiar behavior of enrichment of the light species over
the heavy in the first vacuum stage, whereas, statistically insignificant mass
discrimination was observed in the second vacuum stage. The DSMC approach
yields lower mass discrimination than expected from measurements of elements
in a similar mass range. This could be interpreted as an indication that the
contribution of collisions to the overall mass discrimination process is only of
minor importance, space-charge effects in the ion beam that is formed after
the removal of negatively charged and neutral particles is expected to be more
important.
Generally speaking, the sampling with a Jet-sampler appears to be the key
to high mass transport and low mass discrimination. The reason for this is the
narrower angle of the Jet-sampler compared to the Standard-sampler, resulting
in a more focused expansion of the fluid toward the skimmer cone. Since the
skimmer cone is contributing to collision-based mass discrimination, a skimmer
with a shorter tip and a wider void toward the extraction lens would allow the
electric field to penetrate deeper into the skimmer region, thus accelerating
ions closer to the skimmer tip and sooner after charge-separation, resulting in
less pronounced space-charge induced mass discrimination. However, such
a skimmer cone design might disturb the upstream flow and the formation
of shock waves, resulting in poor performance. In this respect DSMC yields
valuable support for the development of new cone geometries.
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4.1 Abstract
A variable aperture was introduced into a commercially available sector field
multi-collector inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometer. A diameter-
variable aperture allows an in situ study of the radial isotopic composition
within the ion beam. Additional information on the intensity distribution could
be gained. The elements boron, cadmium and lead, covering a wide mass
range, were investigated. In contrast to earlier experiments [Kivel et al.,
Spectrochimica Acta Part B: Atomic Spectroscopy, 2012, 76, 126–132], the
current setup allows for lower element concentration levels in the samples and a
drastically reduced measurement time. A significant radial dependence of the
isotopic composition within the ion beam was observed for cadmium and lead,
whereas for boron, such dependence could not be detected. The beam profiles
however, show a systematic trend towards smaller beam diameters for higher
masses. Even though the beam diameter is dependent upon the mass of the ion,
the transmission into the mass spectrometer can be considered almost complete.
Thus, a contribution to mass discrimination by space-charge induced beam
broadening and energy-selective ion transmission, at least within the boundaries
studied here, can be excluded.
4.2 Introduction
In inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), the mass dis-
crimination is not fully understood yet. Consequently, it is intensely discussed
among specialists and is a matter of controversy [48–50]. Generally speaking,
mass discrimination refers to the non-stoichiometric transfer of the ions from
the source to the detector, thus causing a bias between measurement results and
the composition of the material studied. Various scientific fields, such as geo-
and cosmochemistry [58, 59], archeology [60, 61] and nuclear applications like
half-life determinations [62–64] or the analysis of used nuclear fuel [66], rely
on the determination of absolute isotope ratios. Especially these fields suffer
strongly from instrumental mass discrimination, because it hampers the accurate
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determination of such isotope ratios. Less severe consequences are faced in
case of relative isotope ratio determinations, because of the direct comparison
of isotope ratios between sample and reference material. However, a smaller
magnitude of mass discrimination would mitigate the influence of fluctuations
over time or the influence of small differences in the matrix composition of
sample and reference.
Several sources of mass discrimination have been identified in the past by,
among others, Fontaine et al. [73]. Namely, (a) sample introduction and ion
generation, (b) collisions, (c) space-charge effects and (d) energy-selective ion
transmission. The contribution of the ion generation process can be neglected
in ICP-MS, because of the marginally small differences in the first ionization
potentials. Sample introduction, however, has an impact on the expansion be-
havior of the plasma in the interface section of the mass spectrometer, thus
changing its thermophysical properties and consequently, the impact of colli-
sions. A recent study on the impact of the particle collisions by computational
means [119] revealed a significant contribution of particle collisions to mass
discrimination between the sampler and skimmer cone, as well as downstream
of the skimmer. Furthermore, a radial dependence of the ion beam’s isotopic
composition could be reproduced by the computational model. A distinction be-
tween space-charge effects and energy-selective ion transmission is problematic,
since strictly speaking, both effects are energy-dependent. The space-charge
effects refer to the coulombic repulsion of like charges. Such repulsive forces
cause the ion beam to broaden due to the high charge density on the beam
axis. The effect of beam broadening is inversely proportional to the mass of the
projectile in ICP-MS. During the expansion of the plasma in the interface, the
ions gain almost identical velocities due to the entrainment in the neutral species
driven by gas dynamics. Hence, their kinetic energy is inversely proportional
to the square root of their mass. An additional velocity gain is obtained as a
result of the plasma potential. Therefore, the resulting ion beam consists of ions
with mass-dependent kinetic energy. These differences in kinetic energy cause
different ion trajectories and focal points in the ion optics and in turn different
beam diameters. It should be noted that in sector-field mass spectrometers the
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latter effect is less pronounced because of the high acceleration potentials in
the kV regime, opposed to differences in initial kinetic energy in the eV range.
In case of an incomplete beam transport due to an aperture allowing a fraction
of the ion beam to pass only, space-charge effects and energy-selective ion
transmission will contribute to mass discrimination.
In the present study, the focus is put onto mass discrimination processes
within the earliest stage of the ion beam, directly after charge separation. The
experiments conducted are an improved version of the ion implantation experi-
ments published earlier [118]. By inserting a variable aperture into the ion beam,
a direct observation of the radial variation in the isotopic composition of the ion
beam was possible. From the data obtained, the ion beam profile at the aperture
plane could be deduced with almost unaltered extraction ion optics. This capa-
bility distinguishes the present study from those reported elsewhere, using ion
deposition/implantation with modified extraction ion optics [53–55, 120], no
ion extraction optics with in situ optical ion detection [121, 122], time-resolved
ion cloud detection [123, 124], or a pressure probe [114] to determine the beam
profile.
4.3 Experimental
In earlier experiments [118], a strong radial dependence of the isotopic com-
position within the ion beam was observed. However, the indirect approach
of implanting ions with subsequent analysis by laser ablation multi-collector
ICP-MS, yielded poor analytical figures of merit. To mitigate this shortcoming,
the experimental setup was optimized to allow a defined fraction of the ion
beam to pass into the mass spectrometer only. This makes an in situ analysis of
the transmitted fraction of the ion beam feasible, resulting in greatly improved
ion yields.
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4.3.1 Instrumental
The instrument used in this study is a nuclearized Neptune multi-collector-ICP-
MS unit (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany). All experiments were con-
ducted with a quartz SSI1-spray chamber and a PFA-ST nebulizer (both Elemen-
tal Scientific, Omaha, USA), the uptake of the nebulizer was ' 60 µL min−1.
A conventional quartz torch with narrow bore sapphire injector (ID = 1.5 mm)
was employed. In order to operate the nebulizer at its optimal working-point, a
make-up gas was introduced between spray-chamber and injector for tuning pur-
poses. The cone configuration consisted of a standard sampler with H-skimmer,
made from aluminum (both AHF Analysentechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany).
A complete list of the operating conditions of the ICP-MS instrument and the
data acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Instrument settings and data acquisition parameters for the Neptune.
Operation
Forward power 1350 W
Guard Electrode grounded
Gas flow rates:
Cool 13.5 L min−1
Auxiliary 0.8 L min−1
Sample 0.9 L min−1
Make-up 0.1–0.25 L min−1
Injector Sapphire ID = 1.5 mm
Spray chamber Elemental Scientific SSI
Cones:
Sampler Al, Standard, 1.0 mm
Skimmer Al, H-Skimmer, 0.8 mm
Data Acquisition
Collection Mode static
Amplifier resistor 1011Ω
Amplifier rotation Off
Resolution '400, low resolution
Acquisition time 4.194 s per cycle
Background Defocus
1stable sample introduction
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4.3.2 Reagents
All solutions were prepared with high purity water obtained from a Milli-Q
purification system (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). The acids
used throughout the experiments were of supra-pure quality (Merck KGaG,
Darmstadt, Germany). Stock solutions with a concentration of 1000 mg L−1
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland). The
solutions analyzed contained B, Cd and Pb in concentrations of 1 mg L−1 for B
and Cd and of 0.1 mg L−1 for Pb, prepared in 3% (m/m) nitric acid.
4.3.3 Variable aperture
The selection of the desired beam fraction was achieved by placing a vari-
able aperture (Programm S, #94000, SAHM Feinwerktechnik GmbH, Wetzlar-
Nauborn, Germany) at the base of the extraction lens. The diameter of the orifice
can be adjusted in the range of 0.5–6 mm by means of a computer-controlled
actuator. To achieve co-axial alignment of the aperture and the ion beam axis,
the mechanism is equipped with a micro-manipulation device, allowing a total
lateral travel of ± 1 mm on the xy-plane, independently of the extraction lens,
perpendicular to the beam. All manipulations on the variable aperture device
can be performed under vacuum conditions. The entire device is mounted on the
lens stack extension, present only in the nuclearized versions of the Element 2
and Neptune instruments. This extension provides the additional space to ac-
commodate the micro-manipulator. Even though an installation into a standard
system might be feasible, a complete re-design of the micro-manipulator would
be necessary. A graphical representation of the device is given in Figure 4.1.
The base-plate provides a guiding-frame for the y-plate, allowing it to move in
one direction only. The base-plate itself is fixed on the extension and provides a
fixture for the y-plate actuator. Likewise the y-plate hosts a frame for the x-plate
and the respective actuator. The aperture itself is fixed in the x-plate together
with its actuator. Due to the existing parts of the mass spectrometer (interface
and lens stack extension) and the space required for the micro-manipulator,
the plane of the aperture is 2.9 mm closer to the skimmer orifice than in the
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Figure 4.1: Three-dimensional illustration of the variable aperture with micro-
manipulator. The micro-manipulator base-plate (green) is mounted
to the lens stack extension (dark gray). The x-plate (blue) and y-
plate (red) are fitted into the base-plate. The variable aperture (dark
gray center) is fixed in the x-plate. Pins and wire levers connect
the respective parts with the actuators (black) mounted around the
device. Note that part of the extraction lens is cut away for better
illustration.
standard setup. Even though the micro-manipulator was kept as small as pos-
sible, the total thickness of the device needed to be 5 mm to accommodate
all features. Therefore, the extraction lens was re-designed to account for the
additional 5 mm added by the micro-manipulator and still provide almost iden-
tical electrical fields. The complete CAD-files are available as supplementary
information.
To link the actuators with the respective moving parts of the device, 2 mm
steel pins with corresponding slots were used in case of the x/y-plates. The
aperture is connected with a 0.5 mm hardened steel wire to the actuator. All
sliding faces, as well as the actuator pins, were lubricated with Braycote 601EF
Vacuum Grease (Castrol AG, Zug, Switzerland).
As actuators for the micro-manipulator and the aperture, small-sized servo
motors (Atlas Digital Servo, HP-DS09-SCD, Hyperion Europe, Hvidovre, Den-
mark) were used. These servo motors offer a high torque and good reproducibil-
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ity in terms of positioning. They were modified in order to be compatible with
vacuum environments and controlled by micro-controller circuits. Vacuum
compatibility was achieved by a complete disassembling of the servo motors,
subsequent removal of the oil and grease and a supply of high vacuum compat-
ible lubricant (Braycote 601 EF) prior to reassembling. The micro-controller
deployed in this study was an Arduino Uno (http://arduino.cc). The front-end
software was written in Python (https://www.python.org/). Communication
was established via a USB-connection. Electrical connections from the micro-
controller to the servo motors were fed into the spectrometer through a KF-16
vacuum flange. This flange usually serves as a port for a vacuum gauge of the
instrument. To accommodate the gauge and the feed-through, a KF-16 T-piece
was used.
The entire aperture/micro-manipulator assembly was floating at the extraction
potential of -2000 V, except for the actuators. Due to the strong potential
gradient, a significant insulation had to be applied to the actuators to protect
the electronics from the high-voltage. This was achieved by mounting them via
PMMA-blocks to the device and by covering all exposed parts and cables with
Kapton tape.
4.3.4 Data acquisition procedure
The experimental procedure consisted of several tuning steps, followed by the
actual data acquisition. In order to align the variable aperture and the ion beam,
an orifice of 1 mm diameter was selected and the aperture was moved to the
center of the assembly. The instrumental response was tuned to maximum
intensity by adjusting the torch position relative to the sampler cone. After
each repositioning of the torch, the make-up gas flow was optimized prior to
adjusting the aperture position, the nebulizer gas flow was kept constant at all
times. Several iterations of such adjustments were conducted, before adjusting
the ion optics downstream of the variable aperture. The ion optics showed
strong response to X/Y-deflection, which accounts for off-axis beam positioning.
Basically, the deflector bends the beam onto the entrance slit of the mass
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spectrometer, which is of paramount importance for reproducible measurements.
After the ion optics tuning, the previous alignment steps were repeated. Yet,
only negligible adjustments were necessary after the first optimization round.
Once the system was optimized to highest intensity, the aperture was set to
a large orifice (5 mm). Data were acquired for 7 blocks of 7 cycles, no outlier
rejection was applied. After the successful data acquisition, the aperture was
set to a smaller orifice. This process was repeated until the smallest orifice
(0.5 mm) was reached. Wider step widths (0.5 mm per step) were used for large
aperture diameters, steadily decreasing towards closure (0.05 mm per step).
4.4 Results and discussion
By using a variable aperture, the outer part of the beam can be clipped and only
the central part is passing into the mass spectrometer. This direct analysis has
many benefits compared to a previous setup, wherein an implantation target was
studied using laser ablation MC-ICP-MS. Therefore, the analyte concentrations
of the solutions analyzed could be adjusted to the levels usually encountered in
isotopic analysis. Furthermore, the time per experiment is reduced from several
days for ion implantation experiments to a few hours, which mitigates the issue
of potential instrumental drift during the experiment.
In the results of the ion implantation experiments published earlier [118],
no radial dependence of the isotopic composition in the ion beam could be
detected for the light elements studied, lithium or boron. This was attributed to
the low signal-to-noise ratio, caused by the insufficient yield of the dual step
approach. To compensate for the low yield, the element concentrations in the
solutions were increased to very high levels and the experiments lasted several
days to accumulate sufficient amounts on the targets. This long exposure to
the ion beam led to significant sputtering of the target, which compromised the
determination of the beam profile. Furthermore, Chen and Farnsworth [120]
reported additional complications, most importantly the likely deposition of
neutral species on the target, as well as differences in the adherence to the target
for certain elements.
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Whereas the implantation experiments provided direct information on the
isotopic composition at a given target location, the data from the variable
aperture represent the integral beam intensity Im, with the area of the aperture
Amax (Eqn. 4.1).
Im =
∫ Amax
0
f (A)dA (4.1)
Therefore, no ad hoc information of the isotopic composition at a particular
position is available. In order to derive the beam intensity profile, a Weibull
distribution was chosen to fit the measured data (Eqn. 4.2),
f (A) = Isat ·
(
1− e−(λ ·A)k
)
(4.2)
with A the area of the aperture, Isat the saturation intensity and λ and k the scale
and shape-factors, respectively. The Weibull distribution was chosen because of
its high flexibility in data representation. It can act, given the proper parameters,
as normal, asymmetric or exponential distribution. Because the beam intensity
at fully closed aperture can be assumed zero, the exponential term is lacking an
offset parameter, thus lim
A→0
f (A) = 0. The isotope ratios were derived from the
intensity fits obtained and were compared to the measurements.
In the top part of Figure 4.2, the results of such fitting are presented for the
lead isotopes 206Pb and 208Pb. The typical precision of the intensity values
is better than ±5%, no error-bars are given in plot to improve the readability.
The correlation coefficients of the intensity fits are typically better than R2 '
0.95. As additional quality criterion for the fitting, the correlation between
the measured isotope ratio and the quotient of the fit-functions was also used
and found to be better than R2 ' 0.95. Considering the circumstances of a
correlation between measurements and the quotient of two independent fits,
with three free parameters each, this is a remarkable result. In Figure 4.2
(bottom), a graphical comparison of the measured isotope ratio and the quotient
of the fit-functions is given. The correlation between both datasets is 97%, the
error bars represent the standard deviation of the raw data (n = 49). In this case,
raw data refers to gain factor- and decay-corrected values from the instrument
software; as mentioned earlier, no outlier rejection was performed.
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Figure 4.2: Measured Pb intensity and fits of the respective data by a Weibull-
distribution (top). The bottom part of the figure shows the measured
206Pb/208Pb isotope ratio as well as the quotient of the fit-functions.
The same procedure was applied to the cadmium data. Fitting results for
110Cd and 114Cd are presented in the upper part of Figure 4.3, and the measured
isotope ratio with the respective fit-function ratio are given in Figure 4.3 (bot-
tom). Again a good correlation between measurement and mathematical model
is observed.
One aim of the optimized experimental setup was the higher ion yield and
a simplified work-flow in order to access the light elements. For the beam
intensity profile this goal was achieved (top of Figure 4.4), however, no signifi-
cant correlation between the isotope ratios obtained and the aperture opening
was observed (bottom of Figure 4.4). Even at higher ion beam intensities, a
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Figure 4.3: Measured Cd intensity and fits of the respective data by a Weibull-
distribution (top). The bottom part of the figure shows the measured
110Cd/114Cd isotope ratio as well as the quotient of the fit-functions.
correlation between the boron isotope ratio and the aperture opening was absent.
The reason for this observation remains unclear.
Due to the integral nature of the acquired data, the beam profiles cannot be
gathered from the measurements without further treatment. To deduce the beam
profile, at first the sum of all measured isotopes of Pb, Cd and B was calculated
to obtain the most representative data set for the particular element. These data
sets were subsequently fitted and for better comparability, the fits are normalized
to the respective saturation intensities Isat, as shown in Figure 4.5. In a second
step, the fit functions were differentiated. This was done for all three elements
studied, the results for the deduced beam profiles are presented in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.4: Measured B intensity and fits of the respective data by a Weibull-
distribution (top). The bottom part of the figure shows the measured
10B/11B isotope ratio as well as the quotient of the fit-functions.
The beam profiles were assumed to be of Gaussian type. A correlation analysis
supports this assumption, with correlation coefficients exceeding R2 ≥ 0.99. It
should be noted that the measured data sets only provide data for radii greater
than 0.25 mm, due to the aperture type applied. Therefore, the central part
of the beam profile might not be represented by a Gaussian function correctly.
For comparability reasons, the Gaussian functions obtained were normalized
to the Gaussian integral (Eqn. 4.3), with the peak height and width h and w,
respectively. ∫ ∞
−∞
h · e−(r/w)2dr = hw ·√pi (4.3)
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Figure 4.5: Relative intensities for B, Cd and Pb including fits of the respective
data set by a Weibull-distribution. The vertical line indicates the
orifice area of the standard system.
From the fitted beam profiles, several characteristics were deduced, a list of
such is given in Table 4.2. A direct comparison of the beam characteristics
Table 4.2: Ion beam characteristics at different peak heights (5% and 50%) and
transmission yields for a standard Neptune MC-ICP-MS.
element width (5%) width (50%) transmission yield
B 1.68 mm 0.82 mm 99.6%
Cd 1.54 mm 0.74 mm 99.8%
Pb 1.44 mm 0.68 mm 99.9%
obtained to those described in the literature is difficult due the unique setups of
the different experiments. However, a good agreement with the laser-excited
fluorescence profile shapes reported by Duersch and Farnsworth [122] is found,
even though the authors did not apply any electric field behind the skimmer cone.
Those profiles show a Gaussian beam profile around 4 mm downstream of the
skimmer tip, yet the beam profile was much wider. The latter is attributed to the
lack of an electric field, thus no focusing of the beam is expected. The data are
also in good agreement with the beam profiles reported by Burgoyne et al. [55].
In this article, the authors applied an electric field comparable to the field within
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Figure 4.6: Normalized beam profiles for B, Cd and Pb (Gaussian
approximation).
the Neptune. However, the approach of ion implantation bears certain risks, as
pointed out by Chen and Farnsworth [120].
The transmission yield provided in Table 4.2 was calculated as ratio of the
Gaussian integral for a 2 mm aperture to the full beam. This is based on the
fact that the standard instrument features a 2 mm fixed aperture. Therefore,
it becomes clear that the aperture in the standard setup is not limiting the
transmission of the ion beam. This statement has to be constrained to an ideal
system, meaning that the ICP torch, the cones of the interface and the ion optics
are perfectly aligned. Even small misalignments will introduce radial momenta
on the ions, resulting in an off-axis beam, which in turn is partially blocked by
the fixed aperture.
4.5 Conclusions
Based on the refined experimental setup compared to the ion implantation
experiments [118], the analytical conditions were matched to the concentra-
tion ranges usually applied and measurement times encountered in isotopic
analysis. Even with those improvements, it was impossible to obtain evidence
for a significant radial dependence of the boron isotopes within the ion beam.
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However, very valuable information on the beam intensity profiles could be
gained. In particular, the beam width at the extraction lens aperture was almost
identical to the aperture diameter in the standard instrument. From this, it can
be concluded that space-charge effects and energy-selective ion transmission
are of minor importance for mass discrimination once the ion beam is formed.
Furthermore, the beam diameters are smaller than anticipated from visual ob-
servations of structural defects due to sputtering on the standard apertures,
suggesting that the gross beam intensity is smaller than expected. The differ-
ence between visual observation and actual ion beam width could be explained
by the potential deposition of neutral species on the aperture, as suggested by
Chen and Farnsworth [120]. The implication of a lower beam current has a large
impact on space-charge considerations, since this effect is directly linked to the
beam intensity. Typically reported beam current in the range of several micro-
ampere cannot be matched with the observation of a 2 mm beam width by ion
beam modeling [111]. In order to simulate the very early ion extraction region
of an ICP-MS instrument, it is of paramount importance to gain additional and
reliable data on the transmitted ion beam current.
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5. Experimental determination of the ion beam current extracted from the ICP
ion source in SF-ICP-MS
5.1 Abstract
The ion beam current after the first ion lens of a sector field - inductively
coupled plasma - mass spectrometer was measured. A total ion beam current of
45.9±2.0 nA was determined, which is significantly lower than the estimations
based on gas kinetics and other models for the gross current passing the skimmer
cone by more than four orders of magnitude. However, a reasonable agreement
with the space-charge limited current predictions by the Child-Langmuir law
(200 nA) was observed. An attempt to deduce the initial kinetic energy of
the ions by a repelling field failed due to a non-linear retarding field in the
Faraday cup, used for measuring of the gross intensity of the ion beam. An
improved experimental setup is proposed to overcome the issues identified in
the present study, such as the non-linear retarding field and the limited tolerance
to high voltage. However, the shortcomings of the presented experimental setup
mentioned cannot explain the huge discrepancy between the typically reported
ion beam currents at the skimmer orifice and the measured current after the first
ion lens.
5.2 Introduction
In inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), mass discrim-
ination is mainly attributed to space-charge effects after the interface section
of the mass spectrometer, once a beam only consisting of positive ions is ob-
tained [56, 95]. Based on fluid dynamics, with the assumption that, due to the
non-equilibrium properties of the expansion, the ionization degree is not af-
fected during the transfer into the mass spectrometer, an ion beam current in the
milli-ampere regime is expected in the beam leaving the skimmer [82]. Recent
modeling based on the direct simulation Monte Carlo method [119] supported
these values for the pure throughput, but suggested that also collisions poten-
tially contribute to mass discrimination. However, ion beam profiles measured
by a variable aperture [81] resulted in unexpectedly small ion beam diameters
after the first ion lens. The measured small ion beam profiles cannot be repro-
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duced by comprehensive ion beam modeling with the typically reported [82]
beam current densities. Even with the much lower current densities, of micro
amperes, determined by Gillson et al. [95], the ion beam diameters could not be
reproduced by simulation. Recent observations by Edmund et al.[125] suggest
that space-charge effects might be negligible after the skimmer cone. Their
measurements of the ion beam profile by planar laser-induced fluorescence
imaging are in agreement with ion beam modeling results without space-charge
consideration. This can only be true if the gross beam current is much lower than
that typically assumed. Together with the finding by Edmund et al. [125], the
experimental results by Kivel et al. [81] and the ion beam modeling data [111]
are the basis for the hypothesis of a significantly lower gross ion beam current
of the ion beam.
Additional support for this hypothesis is provided by the Child-Langmuir law.
Gillson et al. [95] proposed an equation to estimate the space-charge limited
current in a cylindrical lens as
Imax [µA]≈ 0.9(q/m)1/2 (D/L)2U3/2
with the charge-to-mass ratio q/m of the major background ion in (e/u), the
diameter-to-length ratio (D/L) of the skimmer tube and the kinetic energy of
the gas U in V. Using this equation and applying the parameters of the setup
used, this results in Imax ≈ 200 nA.
In order to experimentally determine the gross beam intensity, a Faraday
collector was placed after the first ion lens. The collector was connected to
a bias-voltage and the current was measured by an ammeter to ground. By
applying different bias-voltages, a current-voltage characteristic was obtained,
from which the kinetic energy of the ions can be determined. The measured
results were compared to ion beam simulations to cross-check the results for
plausibility.
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5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Instrumentation
A nuclearized Neptune multi-collector ICP-MS instrument (Thermo Scientific,
Bremen, Germany) was used throughout the experiments. The interface was
equipped with a standard sampler cone in combination with an X-type skimmer
cone, both made from nickel. A large interface pump (OnTool Booster 150,
Pfeiffer, Aßlar, Germany) was used and the instrument was tuned to highest
sensitivity for 114Cd+-ions prior to the insertion of the Faraday collector. The
operating conditions are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Instrument settings of the Neptune.
Forward power 1350 W
Guard Electrode grounded
Gas flows:
Cool 14.0 L min−1
Auxiliary 0.85 L min−1
Sample 0.8 L min−1
Make-up 0.25 L min−1
Injector Sapphire (narrow bore)
Spray chamber Elemental Scientific SSI
Cones:
Sampler nickel, Standard
Skimmer nickel, X-type
In Figure 5.1, a schematic representation of the experimental setup is given.
The Faraday collector was insulated by a Teflon cladding and placed approxi-
mately 11 mm downstream of the extraction lens aperture. Position, as well as
geometry of the collector were optimized according to the outcome of ion beam
simulations to ensure a quantitative monitoring of the beam. In order to con-
nect the collector to the ammeter, a coaxial cable (RG178 B/U, Huber+Suhner,
Herisau, Switzerland) was soldered to the collector and fed through a vacuum
flange of the spectrometer cavity. Given the design of the spectrometer, this
was only possible upstream of the extraction lens. Therefore, a hole was drilled
into the aperture disk at the outermost position and the cable parted as soon as
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Figure 5.1: Cross-section of the experimental setup. The inner diameter of the
Faraday cup was 6 mm. The coaxial cable is represented by a single
wire for better visibility.
possible from the extraction lens. No biased results are expected from these
minor alterations of the original geometry, since the kinetic energy of the beam
at this point is almost terminal for the ion optical element. However, the ex-
traction potential had to be reduced from −2000 V to −700 V due to excessive
arcing from the surrounding ion optics into the collector. Measurements, after
the Faraday cup had been removed again, of analyte signals (Cd, Pb and U)
at such reduced extraction potentials revealed beam currents within a range of
95–100% of the initial intensity, yet the mass discrimination was significantly
higher and the down stream ion optics had to be completely re-tuned. Based on
this observation, only a minor effect of the reduced extraction potential on the
gross ion beam intensity is expected.
A bias-voltage was applied to the collector by an adjustable power-supply
(Model 3631A, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The current
to ground of the spectrometer was recorded by an ammeter (Model 414A
Picoammeter, Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA). During the
data acquisition, the bias-voltage was adjusted step-wise from −25 V to +25 V
with a step size of 0.1–5 V. This configuration is referred to as retarding potential
analyzer and allows for the determination of the kinetic energy of the ions, and
thus the plasma potential, due to the repelling electric field. A deduction of
the energy spread is possible from the first derivative of the current-voltage
characteristics observed.
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Unfortunately, also secondary electrons, created at the extraction lens aperture,
will enter the detector. Those electrons are released from the surface by ion
impact and cause negative current readings. The effect will be strongest once the
ions are repelled by the collector. At that stage only electrons will be registered.
However, due to space restrictions, a secondary electron suppressor could not
be implemented in the present experimental setup.
5.3.2 Ion beam modeling
In addition to the experiments, computational modeling of the first part of ion
optical system was performed. As boundary conditions, the measured beam
current was used as starting point. The secondary electron emission probability
was empirically adjusted to match the experimental data. By using the literature
values for the emission probability from graphite [126], the voltage-current
characteristic remains the same, but the plateau levels do not match the data
experimentally obtained.
The modeling was performed with the ion beam simulation library IB-
SIMU [96]. A 3D-geometry representing the first 74 mm downstream of the
skimmer orifice was built, the maximum radial dimensions were 20 mm with
a mesh size of 0.25 mm. The calculations were performed with the Laplacian
solution of the electric field only. IBSIMU does not provide parallel execu-
tion capabilities for the field solver, therefore the PARALUTION-library [127]
was implemented into the IBSIMU-code. This library offers both parallel ex-
ecution on a central processing unit by means of shared memory approaches
and the ability to harness accelerators, such as graphics processing units. The
computer-system deployed is a conventional PC with dual hex-core Intel R©
Xeon R© E5-2620 CPUs with an AMD RadeonTM R9 280X GPU-accelerator
running Gentoo Linux.
The electric field was solved using a conjugate gradients solver with a diago-
nal preconditioner. After the electric potential was converged, 1×105 particles
representing 40Ar+-ions were seeded 2 mm downstream of the skimmer orifice.
Based on a recent determination of the beam diameter of the system utilized
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here [81], the particle starting plane and the seed diameter were adjusted to
provide a beam diameter of 2.2 mm at the extraction lens aperture. The particle
seeding was governed by a 2D-Gaussian distribution with its center on the
spectrometer axis. Next to the seed position, also the parallel kinetic energy was
of Gaussian distribution, with an energy spread of 0.8 eV.
5.4 Results and discussion
The bias-voltage of the Faraday collector was altered from −25 V towards
positive potentials, the precision of the power supply was determined to be better
than 0.01 % and its contribution to the uncertainty was therefore considered as
negligible. A graphical representation of the ion beam currents determined, as
well as the results of the modeling are given in Figure 5.2. A significant deviation
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the experimental results and the ion beam mod-
eling. The raw data with a linear fit of the data-interval UFC =
{−25, ...,−10} V are given in black, the dark-current corrected
data are represented by the red circles. Data obtained by ion beam
modeling are presented as green circles.
from the ideal current-voltage characteristics is evident in the measurement.
This deviation can be attributed to a dark-current, which most likely results from
insufficient insulation of the collector. Another, more likely, explanation might
be a discharge in the vicinity of the collector. This assumption is supported
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by the fact that no dark-current is observed with a closed interface gate valve.
To correct for the deviation, the data interval UFC = {−25, ...,−10} V was
approximated with a linear function. The deviation in the measurement results
were corrected with a pivot-point at UFC = 0 (red circles). A saturation current
of 45.9±2.0 nA was measured within the data interval UFC = {−25, ...,−10}V.
The uncertainty is dominated by the ammeter precision of ±2 % full scale.
Niu and Houk [113] used a Langmuir probe at a bias voltage of 10 V, which
was inserted through the skimmer into the supersonic jet to measure electron
temperature and electron density. Also the limiting current was measured and
found to be approximately 1 nA. The diameter of the probe was only 0.12 mm;
therefore, no quantitative absorption of the beam can be expected.
As depicted in Figure 5.1, a spacer was placed upstream of the Faraday
cup. The purpose of the space was to ensure a certain distance between the
aperture disk and the Faraday cup. This distance stemmed from the ion beam
simulation during the design-phase. According to the simulation, no ions should
hit the spacer, and indeed no discoloration du to ion impact was observed
after dismantling of the experimental setup. It should be noted that also in
the standard configuration of the Neptune, no discoloration of this part was
observed. Therefore, it is improbable that the measured low gross ion currents
can be attributed to losses in this section of the set-up.
At a bias voltage around UFC ≈ 2 V, a discontinuity of the measured current
was observed. This might be caused by the release of secondary electrons from
the aperture. Also the modeling results support this hypothesis, even if the
feature is less pronounced. The underestimation of the secondary release might
be attributed to the fixed emission probability used in the simulation.
To match the measured beam current, a beam of 58 nA was used for the
simulation. In an equal fashion, the secondary electron emission probability
was adjusted to 35 % for primary projectiles with a kinetic energy in excess of
200 eV.
The results of a simulation with a bias voltage of UFC =−15 V are shown
in Figure 5.3. From this figure, a focusing of the ion beam into the collector
can observed, also the secondary electron emission from the aperture is visible
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Figure 5.3: Cross-section of the IBSimu simulation domain (top), enlarged
area of the Faraday cup (bottom). Electrodes are presented in blue,
the 40Ar+-ion trajectories are given in red, the secondary electron
trajectories are represented in cyan. The equipotential lines are
given in green with a potential step-width of 100 V starting at -600 V.
Note: For a better readability only 1 % of the trajectories are plotted.
Secondary electrons emitted towards the skimmer (x≤ 54 mm) are
not plotted in this figure, but were accounted for in the simulations.
(cyan). No secondary electrons release will be considered for the collector itself,
since the strongly negative potential of the surrounding electrodes will repel
those back into the Faraday collector.
In principle, the initial kinetic energy of the ions can be determined from
the point of inflection of the experimentally determined current-voltage char-
acteristic. However, the analysis of the data reveals a value of -0.6 eV with
an energy spread of 1.9 eV (1σ ) which is highly improbable on the basis of
physics. The result is deemed unphysical because it would suggest a negative
plasma potential, which in turn implies an electron surplus. Due to the wide
difference in electron and ion temperatures, this is virtually impossible.
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5.5 Conclusion and Outlook
The ion beam current was determined after the first ion optical element of
a sector field ICP-MS instrument. A significantly lower beam current was
observed than that predicted by gas kinetics and the direct simulation Monte
Carlo method [119] with the assumption of non-equilibrium plasma expansion
between the sampler and skimmer cone. The latter states that the ionization rate
is kept "frozen" during the adiabatic expansion of the plasma into the vacuum.
However, the estimation of the space-charge limited current by the Child-
Langmuir law support the findings of the current study. Further support for the
current findings is provided by the beam profile determination [81], as well as
the ion implantation results [118], which both cannot be explained with milli-
ampere beams. Finally, the good agreement observed between the measured
beam profiles and the results of the ion beam simulation not considering space-
charge effects [125] support the low measured beam currents in this study.
The experimental setup presented shows significant draw-backs in terms
of tolerance to high-voltage, which allowed the flux determination only up
to an extraction potential of -700 V. An unknown source of drift did also
compromise the precision of the ion beam current measurement. Since this
might be linked to the high-voltage issue, both could be mitigated by better
insulation. Furthermore, the absence of a secondary electron suppressor turned
out to be a major disadvantage of the present setup. The latter is especially
inconvenient for the direct comparison with modeling data, since the secondary
electron release is hardly handled correctly in the simulations. Finally, the
inability to determine the initial kinetic energy, and thus the plasma potential
has to be considered a major shortcoming.
In the future, the experimental setup will be modified to accompany a sec-
ondary electron suppressor upstream of the Faraday collector. The electric
potential of this suppressor will prevent electrons from entering the collector,
and electrons produced inside the collector will be captured quantitatively. This
will allow for unbiased beam current measurements and potentially also provide
a possibility to determine the kinetic energy of the ions. During the design
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of the new collector setup, particular emphasis will be put on the tolerance to
high-voltage. An alternative route of the connection line to the ammeter will
most likely reduce the arcing issue and allow for measurements at full extraction
potential.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, various attempts were made to gain a better understanding of
the processes causing mass discrimination in multi-collector ICP-MS. The first
experiments focused on isotope fractionation during the ion beam formation
(Chapter 2 [118]) and cover the very first section of the mass spectrometer. This
particular phase can be split into two different processes, occurring in discrete
regions:
• ion transfer from the plasma into the mass spectrometer
• ion beam formation, after charge separation.
In the first phase, the ions will be transfered, with a huge amount of neutral
species, into the mass spectrometer. During this phase, collision might cause
the light ions to be dispersed more than the heavier ions. Thus, light ions are
more likely to be lost in the process. In the second phase, mass discrimination
is most likely based on space-charge effects. The theory is that light ions will be
dispersed more, compared to the heavy species due to the repelling electrostatic
forces induced by the high charge density of the formed ion beam and the fact
that all ions travel at the same velocity, such that their kinetic energy depends
on their mass.
The nature of the ion implantation experiments employed did not allow for
a distinction between these two effects, yet a significant radial variation in the
isotopic composition of the ion beam was revealed. Additionally, information
on the bulk isotopic composition of ion beam was obtained. The magnitude
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of the mass discrimination observed accounted for approximately 50 % of the
mass discrimination typically encountered in day-to-day practive with this type
of mass spectrometer.
The radial variation in the isotopic composition of the ion beam led to the
hypothesis that a selective transmission of the central fraction of the ion beam
contributes to the instrumental mass discrimination. This radial dependence was
tentatively attributed to phenomena described earlier in the literature, such as:
• collisions with the background gas
• space-charge effects.
The contribution of the collisions was investigated by using a computational
model based on the Direct Simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) method in Chap-
ter 3 [119]. Due to the complexity of the ICP-MS interface, a high-performance
computer was deployed to solve the problem. The modeling domain included
the ICP-MS interface, starting at the sampler cone, and ended shortly after the
skimmer cone region, where the charge separation is supposed to take place.
This selection was based on the fact that isotopic fractionation in the plasma
itself can be neglected [76] and collisions shortly after the charge separation can
be neglected due to the high kinetic energy of the ions once they are subjected
to the acceleration potential.
The model struggled with the conditions inside the interface, mainly because
of the limited means of adjusting the background pressure in the DSMC method.
Due to this limitation, the barrel shock feature of the supersonic expansion
into the void between the sampler and skimmer cone could not be reproduced.
However, valuable information on the shock-wave formation on the skimmer
tip, as well as significant differences in the magnitude of mass discrimination
as a function of the cone geometry were obtained. The radial variation in the
isotopic composition of the ion beam earlier observed could be reproduced by
the model. The overall magnitude of mass discrimination observed however,
was lower than expected. This led to the conclusion that collisions do contribute
to mass discrimination, but their contribution is small.
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In order to obtain better data on the radial distribution of the ions in the beam,
a new experiment was designed. It was on a variable aperture to transmit ions
into the mass spectrometer selectively. The implantation experiments suffered
from the poor ion yield due to the dual-step characteristic of implanting the
ions with subsequent analysis by laser ablation MC-ICP-MS. With the setup
described in Chapter 4 [81], this issue it resolved. Furthermore the experimental
conditions could be chosen such that they were closer to typical conditions of
actual isotope ratio measurements. Especially the concentration were at normal
levels of several hundred ng/g, rather than tens of µg/g. Also the time for the
data acquisition was much shorter, which removed the influence of instrumental
drift and possible alteration of the cones. Despite the huge efforts in the design-
phase of the experiment, the detection of the light elements failed. As of yet,
we have no insight into the cause for this aberrant behavior observed for the
lightest ions. However, a radial variation in the isotopic composition of the
beam could be determined for Cd and Pb. Additional valuable information from
this experiment is the magnitude of the beam diameter, which was found to be in
the range of 2 mm. This information suggests that an almost quantitative beam
transmission is achieved through the first ion lens of the mass spectrometer.
The beam diameters at the base of the extraction lens are lower then expected
on the basis of the previous experiments, which suggests a lower beam current
and thus, less space-charge induced beam "blow-up". To obtain data on the
gross beam current after the first ion lens, a Faraday cup was placed just behind
this lens. This experimental setup is presented in Chapter 5 [80]. Even though a
repelling field was applied to the Faraday cup, the determination of the initial
kinetic energy of the ions was not possible. This is most likely a result of a
non-linear electric field in the Faraday cup. Furthermore, the space available for
the Faraday cup and the electrical supplies is very limited, thus no secondary
electron suppressor was included in the design, which caused a disturbance of
the voltage-current characteristics measured. Despite these constrains resulting
from an oversimplified design, the gross beam current could be determined to
be in the range of 50 nA. This result is several orders of magnitude lower than
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described in the literature, but in reasonable agreement with the Child-Langmuir
law for space-charge limited currents.
6.2 Conclusions
In the previous paragraph, a summary of the results obtained in the context of
this PhD research project was given. Despite the efforts made to identify and
quantify the individual contributors to instrumental mass discrimination in MC-
ICP-MS, a single, dominant contribution could not be identified. The results
of the individual experiments suggest that collisions during plasma extraction
into the mass spectrometer contribute to the mass discrimination, as well as
space-charge effects. This is evident from the ion implantation experiment,
where the magnitude of mass discrimination shortly after charge separation was
in the order of 50% of the generally observed mass discrimination of the entire
mass spectrometer. A distinction between collisions and space-charge effect
was not possible given the nature of the experiment. Also observed in the ion
implantation experiment was a strong radial variation in the isotopic composition
of the ion beam, which was verified by a variable aperture at the base of the
extraction lens. By modeling the plasma expansion into the interface section of
the mass spectrometer with the DSMC method, the earlier obtained results from
the implantation experiment could be verified. The modeling does neglect any
charge based particle interaction, thus it provides pure collision based results.
This a priori shortcoming however, lets conclude that collision only contribute
to a rather low amount to the overall mass discrimination. In addition to the
bulk mass discrimination, the DSMC modeling confirmed the radial dependence
of the isotopic composition after the skimmer cone. By deploying a variable
aperture at the base of the extraction lens, this radial dependence was verified in
situ rather than off-line as with the implantation experiment. Additionally, the
variable aperture experiment revealed an almost complete beam transmission
into the mass spectrometer based on the ion beam diameter. This suggests
that the radial variation in the isotopic composition of the ion beam does not
contribute to the instrumental mass discrimination, at least not in the early stage
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of the ion beam, as investigated here. The latter observation leads to the question
why the beam size is that small and in disagreement with the estimation of the
gross ion beam current as expected from gas kinetics. In order to estimate the
ion beam current from gas kinetics, the mass flow of the fluid and the ionization
degree of the individual species of the plasma are used. For a dry plasma, the
major species in the plasma is Ar, with a typical ionization degree in an ICP of
0.1 % [8], which results in a beam current of approximately 1 mA, depending on
the cone geometry. If this would be the case, almost all ions would be lost in the
skimmer tip after charge separation due to space-charge effects. This however, is
in strong disagreement with the performance of state-of-the-art ICP-MS systems
and personal experience in terms of total ion yield of such mass spectrometers.
From gas kinetics calculations, it is known that a fraction of approximately
2–3 % of the plasma passing through the sampler is further extracted through
the skimmer aperture [82]. Also measurements of the mass flow rates of the gas
leaving the interface pump and the high-vacuum pumps support the gas kinetic
estimation, with a value of 1.9(2) %. Based on this knowledge, combined with
the fact that, e.g., the Neptune MC-ICP-MS instrument transmits about 50 % of
the beam projected on the entrance slit to the detector, results in an upper limit
for the total ion yield of 1–1.5 %, which also is the manufacturer specification
for the Neptune Plus and also in the same range of the ion yield specified fro the
latest Nu Plasma-II from Nu Instruments. The most likely explanation for this
is an overestimation of the ionization degree at the skimmer tip. Which might
indicate the plasma is cooling and approaching partial local thermal equilibrium
at this location. In case the plasma is cooling only a little, it would results
already in a substantial loss of ionization degree according to the Saha-equation.
The plasma is certainly not fully reaching local thermal equilibrium, because
that would result in ionization degrees close to zero.
From the above conclusions, it becomes clear that the instrumental mass
discrimination cannot be attributed to a single effect, it seems to be the sum
of several small contributors. One of the regions not investigated in this PhD
research project is the zone between the skimmer orifice and the location where
charge separation begins. This region however, seems to be the most important
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for the understanding of the processes causing mass discrimination. A more
detailed investigation, i.e. with a Langmuir-probe might shed further light on
the processes occurring in this region. Also a computer model allowing the
combined simulation of neutral and ion collisions together with charged particle
transport and plasma wall interaction could provide valuable insights into the
underlying processes.
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As summarized in the previous chapter, the results of the individual experiments
suggest that collisions during plasma extraction into the mass spectrometer
contribute to the mass discrimination, as well as space-charge effects. In order
to distinguish both effects, a deeper insight into the space-charge contribution
will be necessary. From the last experimental chapter (Chapter 5), the question
arises why there is such a striking contrast between the flux through the skim-
mer expected gas dynamics and the actually extracted ion beam current. The
culprit behind the observed differences could be the proposed cooling of the
plasma during the expansion in the ICP interface. As a working hypothesis,
the preferential cooling of the argon ions over the analyte ions is used. This
hypothesis is based on the observation that the overall ionization degree of the
argon is very low (tenth of a percent) compared to almost complete ionization of
the analytes. Therefore, it is postulated that a cooling, and hence a reduction of
the ionization degree of the argon, will affect the analyte ions to a small extent
only. To investigate the plasma cooling, a set of experiments with different
plasma forward power settings might provide valuable information on the ratio
of analyte ions and argon ions. If this hypothesis it true, the impact of the
forward power should be stronger on the argon ions than on the analyte ions.
This would provide proof that a direct link between the plasma state before
the interface to the plasma state in the interface cannot be made . Hence, an
estimation of the charges passing through the skimmer cone by gas dynamics
would be invalid.
Furthermore, an experimental improvement was already proposed in Chap-
ter 5. The redesign and rerouting of the cables of the Faraday cup for the gross
ion beam measurement would provide more reliable data. Of paramount impor-
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tance will be the operation at full extraction potential and the implementation of
a secondary electron suppressor. The latter will enable the experimentalist to
obtain the plasma potential, which is crucial for subsequent ion beam modeling.
Finally, additional Monte-Carlo simulations of a skimmer cone with a wider
base in combination with ion beam simulation would be helpful to support the
the hypothesis that a wider base is beneficial to the ion extraction behind the
skimmer. Such a skimmer design is deployed in commercially available ICP-
MS instruments from Nu instruments (Wrexham, UK). A direct comparison of
both platforms - the Thermo Fisher Scientific Neptune and the Nu instruments
Plasma-II - will be necessary to clarify why both platforms show almost identical
figures of merit despite their differences in the design of the interface and
subsequent ion optics and spectrometer arrangement.
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Figure A.1.1: Cross sections of the Std-sampler, Jet-sampler, H-skimmer and
X-skimmer. Details A&B show the tips of the respective skimmer.
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2 Example code
Code 1: OpenMP Hello World example.
1 /∗
2 "Hello World" OpenMP Test Program
3 source: http://www.slac.stanford.edu/comp/unix/farm/openmp.html
4 last accessed: 08/08/2014
5 ∗/
6
7 #include <stdio.h>
8 #include <omp.h>
9
10 int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {
11 int iam = 0, np = 1;
12
13 #pragma omp parallel default(shared) private(iam, np)
14 {
15 #if defined (_OPENMP)
16 np = omp_get_num_threads();
17 iam = omp_get_thread_num();
18 #endif
19 printf("Hello from thread %d out of %d\n", iam, np);
20 }
21 }
22 }
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Code 2: MPI Hello World example.
1 /∗
2 "Hello World" MPI Test Program
3 source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_Passing_Interface#Example_program
4 last accessed: 08/08/2014
5 ∗/
6 #include <mpi.h>
7 #include <stdio.h>
8 #include <string.h>
9
10 #define BUFSIZE 128
11 #define TAG 0
12
13 int main(int argc, char ∗argv[])
14 {
15 char idstr[32];
16 char buff[BUFSIZE];
17 int numprocs;
18 int myid;
19 int i;
20 MPI_Status stat;
21 /∗MPI programs start with MPI_Init; all ’N’ processes exist thereafter ∗/
22 MPI_Init(&argc,&argv);
23 /∗ find out how big the SPMD world is ∗/
24 MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&numprocs);
25 /∗ and this processes’ rank is ∗/
26 MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&myid);
27
28 /∗ At this point, all programs are running equivalently, the rank distinguishes the roles of
↪→ the programs in the SPMD model, with rank 0 often used specially... ∗/
29 if(myid == 0)
30 {
31 printf("%d: We have %d processors\n", myid, numprocs);
32 for(i=1;i<numprocs;i++)
33 {
34 sprintf(buff, "Hello %d! ", i);
35 MPI_Send(buff, BUFSIZE, MPI_CHAR, i, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
36 }
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37 for(i=1;i<numprocs;i++)
38 {
39 MPI_Recv(buff, BUFSIZE, MPI_CHAR, i, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &stat);
40 printf("%d: %s\n", myid, buff);
41 }
42 }
43 else
44 {
45 /∗ receive from rank 0: ∗/
46 MPI_Recv(buff, BUFSIZE, MPI_CHAR, 0, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &stat);
47 sprintf(idstr, "Processor %d ", myid);
48 strncat(buff, idstr, BUFSIZE−1);
49 strncat(buff, "reporting for duty\n", BUFSIZE−1);
50 /∗ send to rank 0: ∗/
51 MPI_Send(buff, BUFSIZE, MPI_CHAR, 0, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
52 }
53
54 /∗MPI programs end with MPI Finalize; this is a weak synchronization point ∗/
55 MPI_Finalize();
56 return 0;
57 }
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3 IBSIMU source code
3.1 Simulation code
Code 3: IBSIMU code for Neptune ICP-MS interface.
1 /∗! \file ibsimu_neptune_new.cpp
2 ∗ \brief Simulation of ion extraction from an ICP into the vacuum with variable charge
↪→ densities for various species
3 ∗/
4 /∗
5 ============================================================
6 Paul Scherrer Institute
7 Nuclear Energy and Safety
8 Isotope and Elemental Analysis
9 OHLA / 128
10 5232 Villigen PSI
11 SWITZERLAND
12 Copyright (c) 2013, Niko Kivel and Heiko Potthast. All rights reserved.
13 ============================================================
14 This software is based on the IBSimu Library by Taneli Kalvas
15 http://ibsimu.sourceforge.net/index.html
16 ============================================================
17 ∗/
18
19 // std::
20 #include <cstdlib>
21 #include <sstream>
22 #include <fstream>
23 #include <iomanip>
24 #include <stdio.h>
25
26 // ibsimu::
27 #include <epot_bicgstabsolver.hpp>
28 #include <precond.hpp>
29 #include <diag_precond.hpp>
30 #include <empty_precond.hpp>
31 #include <ilu0_precond.hpp>
32 #include <particledatabase.hpp>
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33 #include <geometry.hpp>
34 #include <convergence.hpp>
35 #include <func_solid.hpp>
36 #include <epot_efield.hpp>
37 #include <meshvectorfield.hpp>
38 #include <ibsimu.hpp>
39 #include <error.hpp>
40 #include <particlediagplotter.hpp>
41 #include <fielddiagplotter.hpp>
42 #include <gtkplotter.hpp>
43 #include <geomplotter.hpp>
44
45 //my:
46 #include "geometry/neptune.hpp"
47 #include "utilities/my_util.hpp"
48 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
49 using namespace std;
50
51 _fname ofname;
52 std::string outdir = "";
53
54 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
55 // Start editing here
56 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
57 double start = −0.4e−3;
58 double h = 0.5e−3;
59 double sizereq[3] = { 370.0e−3−start,
60 50.0e−3, // min 34 mm for meaningful data
61 50.0e−3 };
62 Int3D meshsize( (int)floor(sizereq[0]/h)+1,
63 (int)floor(sizereq[1]/h)+1,
64 (int)floor(sizereq[2]/h)+1 );
65 Vec3D origo( start,
66 −0.5∗(meshsize[1]−1)∗h,
67 −0.5∗(meshsize[2]−1)∗h );
68
69 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
70 // Solver definitions
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71 // ATTENTION: Solver selection is now in the simu−function!
72 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
73 double sc_alpha = 0.5;
74 // number of iterations; 0 for Geom only; 1 to fly particles without iteration of fields
75 const uint n_iter = 0;
76 double Nperh = 500;
77
78 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
79 // Output definitions
80 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
81
82 const bool debug = false; // print some status information during number crunching
83 const bool verbose = true; // print some status information during number crunching
84 const bool GTK = true; // open the GUI−based post−prcessing
85 const bool plotting = false; // produce the output specified in the section PLOTTING
86 const bool YZ_DIAG = false;
87 int s_fields = 0; // save epot and scharge after number crunching in files
88 // 0 = do not save; 1 = save
89 int l_fields = 0; // load epot and scharge after from files
90 // 0 = do not save; 1 = save
91 int s_particles = 0; // store particle data base
92 int s_geom = 0; // store Geometry
93 string epot_file = "epot_3D.DAT"; // default filename for epot fields
94 string scharge_file = "scharge_3D_Cd.fld"; // default filename for scharge fields
95 string pdb_file = "pdb_3D_Cd.pdb"; // default filename for PDB
96 string geom_file = "geom_3D.DAT"; // default filename for Geometry
97
98 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
99 // Spectrometer, Beam and Particle definitions
100 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
101 double Vacc = −2000.; // Acceleration Voltage (Potential of Lens 1)
102 double VFocus = −1000.; // Focus Voltage
103 double VXDef = 0.; // X−Deflection Voltage
104 double VYDef = 0.; // Y−Deflection Voltage
105 double VLens4 = −1800.; // Lens 4 potential
106 double VShape = 200.; // Shape Voltage
107
108 double iris = 1.e−3; // Iris Aperture radius
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109 const double rso = 0.0004; // Skimmer orifice radius
110
111 const double Up = 2.; // Plasma potential in V
112 const double Te_plasma = 0.69; // Electron Temp of the plasma
113 // 1 K == 8.617343(15)ÃU˚10âL´Š5 eV
↪→ (0.69 eV == 8000 K)
114 //int n_particles = 1e5; // Number of particles per species
115 int n_particles = (rso∗rso/h∗h)∗Nperh; // Number of particles per species
116 const double v = 2500.; // gross velocity of plasma
117 const double Ekin_factor = 0.03238834; // Ekin_factor ∗ m [amu] = Ekin [eV]
118 // 0.06354 approx 3500 m/s
119 // 0.03781 approx. 2700 m/s
120 // 0.03238834 approx. 2500 m/s
121 // Definition of array of ions (masses) WITHOUT Ar
122 // The Ar will be added separately because of its higher Charge Density
123 //double masses[] = { 110, 112, 114 };
124 double masses[] = { 0 }; // If "0" only Ar will be seeded
125 int n_masses = sizeof(masses)/sizeof(double); // Calculating the ion array length
126
127 // Definition of array of Ar beam intensities in microamp (uA)
128 double beams[] = { 0 };
129 int n_beams = sizeof(beams)/sizeof(double); // Calculating the Ar beam intensity array
↪→ length
130
131 bool Ar_converged = false; // true for single step, false for two step iteration
132
133 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
134 // stop editing here, unless you think you know what you are doing :)
135 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
136
137 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
138 // Geometry BOOL definitions
139 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
140
141 bool solid_interface ( double x, double y, double z )
142 {
143 Vec3D offset(0,0,0);
144 return _interface_solid( x, y, z, offset, rso );
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145 }
146
147 bool solid_lens1( double x, double y, double z ) //Lens 1 + Extension
148 {
149 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3,0,0);
150 return _lens1_solid( x, y, z, offset, iris );
151 }
152
153 bool solid_tube1( double x, double y, double z )
154 {
155 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+37.0e−3,0,0);
156 return _tube1_solid( x, y, z, offset );
157 }
158
159 bool solid_LSM( double x, double y, double z ) // Lens Stack Mount (LSM)
160 {
161 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+65.9e−3,0,0);
162 return _LSM_solid( x, y, z, offset );
163 }
164
165 bool solid_focus( double x, double y, double z ) //Focus
166 {
167 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+76.45e−3,0,0);
168 return _focus_solid( x, y, z, offset );
169 }
170
171 bool solid_xy_mount( double x, double y, double z ) //XY−Quad Mount
172 {
173 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+101.45e−3,0,0);
174 return _xy_mount_solid( x, y, z, offset );
175 }
176
177 bool quad_x_1( double x, double y, double z ) // X−deflection rod 1
178 {
179 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+113.45e−3,12.9e−3,0);
180 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
181 }
182
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183 bool quad_x_2( double x, double y, double z ) // X−deflection rod 2
184 {
185 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+113.45e−3,−12.9e−3,0);
186 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
187 }
188
189 bool quad_y_1( double x, double y, double z ) // Y−deflection rod 1
190 {
191 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+113.45e−3,0,12.9e−3);
192 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
193 }
194
195 bool quad_y_2( double x, double y, double z ) // Y−deflection rod 2
196 {
197 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+113.45e−3,0,−12.9e−3);
198 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
199 }
200
201 bool solid_lens4( double x, double y, double z ){ // Lens 4
202 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+136.45e−3,0,0);
203 return _lens4_solid( x, y, z, offset );
204 }
205
206 bool solid_shape_low( double x, double y, double z ) // Shape low
207 {
208 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+196.45e−3,0,0);
209 return _shape_low_solid( x, y, z, offset );
210 }
211
212 bool quad_shape_low_1( double x, double y, double z )
213 {
214 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+196.45e−3+15.5e−3,−12.9e−3,0);
215 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
216 }
217
218 bool quad_shape_low_2( double x, double y, double z )
219 {
220 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+196.45e−3+15.5e−3,12.9e−3,0);
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221 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
222 }
223
224 bool solid_shape_high( double x, double y, double z ) // Shape high
225 {
226 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+231.95e−3,0,0);
227 return _shape_high_solid( x, y, z, offset, 300e−6 );
228 }
229
230 bool quad_shape_high_1( double x, double y, double z )
231 {
232 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+231.95e−3+15.5e−3,0,−12.9e−3);
233 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
234 }
235
236 bool quad_shape_high_2( double x, double y, double z )
237 {
238 Vec3D offset(55.2e−3+231.95e−3+15.5e−3,0,12.9e−3);
239 return _rod_solid( x, y, z, offset );
240 }
241
242 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
243 // END of Geometry BOOL definitions
244 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
245
246 //void simu( int argc, char ∗∗argv, double UAcc, double UFocus, double UXDef, double
↪→ UYDef, double UShape )
247 void simu( int argc, char ∗∗argv )
248 {
249 Geometry geom( MODE_3D, meshsize, origo, h );
250
251 // Building solids from definitions
252 Solid ∗interface = new FuncSolid( solid_interface );
253 geom.set_solid( 7, interface );
254 Solid ∗lens1 = new FuncSolid( solid_lens1 );
255 geom.set_solid( 8, lens1 );
256 Solid ∗tube1 = new FuncSolid( solid_tube1 );
257 geom.set_solid( 9, tube1 );
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258 Solid ∗LSM = new FuncSolid( solid_LSM );
259 geom.set_solid( 10, LSM );
260 Solid ∗focus = new FuncSolid( solid_focus );
261 geom.set_solid( 11, focus );
262 Solid ∗xy_mount = new FuncSolid( solid_xy_mount );
263 geom.set_solid( 12, xy_mount );
264 Solid ∗quad_x1 = new FuncSolid( quad_x_1 );
265 geom.set_solid( 13, quad_x1 );
266 Solid ∗quad_x2 = new FuncSolid( quad_x_2 );
267 geom.set_solid( 14, quad_x2 );
268 Solid ∗quad_y1 = new FuncSolid( quad_y_1 );
269 geom.set_solid( 15, quad_y1 );
270 Solid ∗quad_y2 = new FuncSolid( quad_y_2 );
271 geom.set_solid( 16, quad_y2 );
272 Solid ∗lens4 = new FuncSolid( solid_lens4 );
273 geom.set_solid( 17, lens4 );
274 Solid ∗shape_low = new FuncSolid( solid_shape_low );
275 geom.set_solid( 18, shape_low );
276 Solid ∗quad_low_1 = new FuncSolid( quad_shape_low_1 );
277 geom.set_solid( 19, quad_low_1 );
278 Solid ∗quad_low_2 = new FuncSolid( quad_shape_low_2 );
279 geom.set_solid( 20, quad_low_2 );
280 Solid ∗shape_high = new FuncSolid( solid_shape_high );
281 geom.set_solid( 21, shape_high );
282 Solid ∗quad_high_1 = new FuncSolid( quad_shape_high_1 );
283 geom.set_solid( 22, quad_high_1 );
284 Solid ∗quad_high_2 = new FuncSolid( quad_shape_high_2 );
285 geom.set_solid( 23, quad_high_2 );
286 geom.set_boundary( 1, Bound(BOUND_NEUMANN, 0.0 ) ); // X_min
287 geom.set_boundary( 2, Bound(BOUND_NEUMANN, 0.0) ); // X_max
288 geom.set_boundary( 3, Bound(BOUND_NEUMANN, 0.0) ); // Y_min
289 geom.set_boundary( 4, Bound(BOUND_NEUMANN, 0.0) ); // Y_max
290 geom.set_boundary( 5, Bound(BOUND_NEUMANN, 0.0) ); // Z_max
291 geom.set_boundary( 6, Bound(BOUND_NEUMANN, 0.0) ); // Z_max
292 geom.set_boundary( 7, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, 0.0) ); // interface
293 geom.set_boundary( 8, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, Vacc) ); // lens1 + extension
294 geom.set_boundary( 9, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, Vacc) ); // extension tube lens
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295 geom.set_boundary( 10, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, 0.0) ); // LensStackMount (
↪→ LSM)
296 geom.set_boundary( 11, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VFocus) ); // focus
297 geom.set_boundary( 12, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VLens4) ); // XY−Deflection
↪→ Mount
298 geom.set_boundary( 13, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VLens4 + VXDef) ); // X−Def
↪→ quad 1
299 geom.set_boundary( 14, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VLens4 − VXDef) ); // X−Def
↪→ quad 2
300 geom.set_boundary( 15, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VLens4 + VYDef) ); // Y−Def
↪→ quad 1
301 geom.set_boundary( 16, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VLens4 − VYDef) ); // Y−Def
↪→ quad 2
302 geom.set_boundary( 17, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, VLens4) ); // lens 4
303 geom.set_boundary( 18, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, −4950. + VShape) );// shape
↪→ low
304 geom.set_boundary( 19, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, −4950. + VShape) );// shape
↪→ low
305 geom.set_boundary( 20, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, −4950. + VShape) );// shape
↪→ low
306 geom.set_boundary( 21, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, −4900.) ); // shape high
307 geom.set_boundary( 22, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, −4900.) ); // shape high
308 geom.set_boundary( 23, Bound(BOUND_DIRICHLET, −4900.) ); // shape high
309
310 // Building mesh from definitions
311 geom.build_mesh();
312 geom.build_surface();
313 if ( debug ) geom.debug_print( cout );
314
315 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
316 // SOLVER NEW
317 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
318
319 // Initialisation of BiCGSTAB solver (BiConjugate Gradient STABilized)
320 EpotBiCGSTABSolver solver( geom );
321 solver.set_imax( 1e+5 ); // Sets maximum iteration count; default: 1e+5
322 solver.set_eps( 1e−4 ); // Sets the accuracy request; default: 1e−4
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323 // solver.set_newton_dual_eps( 1e−4 ); // Sets the accuracy request for Newton−Raphson
↪→ residual: default: 1e−4
324 solver.set_newton_eps( 1e−6 ); // Sets the accuracy request for Newton−Raphson step
↪→ size; default: 1e−6
325 solver.set_newton_imax( 25 ); // Sets maximum iteration count for Newton−Raphson
↪→ steps; default: 10
326 solver.set_gnewton( false ); // Sets globally convergent Newton−Raphson; default:
↪→ disabled
327 // Initialisation of Gauss Seidel solver
328
329 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
330 // Plasma
331 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
332
333 // Initialisation of the plasma as virtual electrode
334
335 InitialPlasma initp( AXIS_X, 0.5e−3 );
336 solver.set_initial_plasma( Up, &initp );
337
338 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
339 // Fields
340 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
341
342 // Initialisation of epot, efield, scharge and bfield
343 printf(">>> initializing basic fields\n");
344 EpotField epot_init( geom );
345 EpotEfield efield_init( epot_init );
346 MeshScalarField scharge_init( geom );
347 MeshScalarField scharge_ave( geom );
348 MeshVectorField bfield;
349
350 // Save initial values to file
351
352 ofstream os1( "epot_init.fld" );
353 epot_init.save( os1 );
354 os1.close();
355
356 ofstream os2( "scharge_init.fld" );
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357 scharge_init.save( os2 );
358 os2.close();
359
360 // check if to load epot and scharge data from files if option choosen; if not load initial data
361
362 switch( l_fields ){
363 case( 0 ):
364 epot_file = "epot_init.fld";
365 scharge_file = "scharge_init.fld";
366 break;
367
368 case( 1 ):
369 epot_file = "EField_0_.fld";
370 scharge_file = "SCharge_0_.fld";
371 break;
372
373 default:
374 epot_file = "epot_init.fld";
375 scharge_file = "scharge_init.fld";
376 break;
377 }
378
379 // actual loading of data
380 printf(">>> loading electric field from: %s\n", epot_file.c_str());
381 ifstream isE(epot_file.c_str(), ios::binary );
382 EpotField epot( isE, geom );
383 EpotEfield efield( epot );
384 isE.close();
385 printf(">>> loading space−charge field from: %s\n", scharge_file.c_str());
386 ifstream isS(scharge_file.c_str(), ios::binary );
387 MeshScalarField scharge( isS );
388 isS.close();
389
390 if ( debug ) efield.debug_print( cout );
391
392 // setting extrapolation options for efield
393 field_extrpl_e efldextrpl[6] = { FIELD_EXTRAPOLATE, FIELD_EXTRAPOLATE,
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394 FIELD_EXTRAPOLATE,
↪→ FIELD_EXTRAPOLATE,
395 FIELD_EXTRAPOLATE,
↪→ FIELD_EXTRAPOLATE };
396 efield.set_extrapolation( efldextrpl );
397
398 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
399 // Beam
400 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
401 double Ar_beam = beams[0]; // legacy
402 if (Ar_beam == 0){
403 Ar_beam = 1e−8;
404 }
405
406 // calculation of the Ar charge density for the first beam in A/m2
407
408 // Beam Current Density J in A/m2
409 printf(">>> Area = %2.3e (m^2)\n", ( pow((rso),2)∗M_PI ));
410 printf(">>> Beam = %5.0f (uA)\n", Ar_beam);
411 double J = Ar_beam∗1e−6 / ( pow((rso),2)∗M_PI );
412 printf(">>> J = %5.0f (A/m^2)\n", J);
413 double RhoSum = J/v;
414 printf(">>> RhoSum = %3.3f (C/m^3)\n", RhoSum);
415
416 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
417 // Particles
418 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
419 ParticleDataBase3D pdb(geom);
420 bool pmirror[6] = { false, false, false, false, false, false }; // FULL 3D
421 pdb.set_mirror( pmirror );
422 pdb.set_polyint( true );
423 // pdb.set_surface_collision( true );
424
425 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
426 // convergence determination
427 // only new_solver
428 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
429 Emittance emit;
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430 Convergence conv;
431 conv.add_epot( epot );
432 conv.add_scharge( scharge );
433 conv.add_emittance( 0, emit );
434 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
435
436 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
437 // Iteration Loop
438 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
439 if( n_iter == 1) Ar_converged = true; // fly all particles in case of single iteration
↪→ simulation
440 for( size_t i = 0; i < n_iter; i++ ) {
441 double rhoe = RhoSum;
442 switch( i ){
443 case( 0 ): // first iteration
444 // if fields are loaded skip field−calculation
445 if( l_fields == 1 ) break;
446 case( 1 ):
447 if ( (rhoe = pdb.get_rhosum()) == 0){
448 printf("WWW NO SPACE−CHARGE DENSITY FROM Particle
↪→ Data Base\n");
449 rhoe = RhoSum;
450 }
451 solver.set_pexp_plasma( −rhoe, Te_plasma, Up );
452 if(verbose){
453 printf(">>> RhoSum = %e\n", rhoe);
454 }
455 default: // this happens if non of the cases are true, or if a case is not "breaking"
456 if(verbose){
457 printf("
↪→ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\
↪→ n");
458 printf("\titeration %d of max %d\n", int(i)+1, int(n_iter) );
459 printf("\tBeam Current = %4.2f uA\n", Ar_beam);
460 printf("
↪→ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\
↪→ n");
461 }
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462 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
463 // recalculate the fields by default
464 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
465 solver.solve( epot, scharge_ave );
466 efield.recalculate();
467 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
468 // Store Fields
469 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
470 if( s_fields == 1 ){
471 // Write epot data to file
472 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "EField", i, "");
473 ofstream os1( ofname.fld().c_str() );
474 epot.save( os1 );
475 os1.close();
476 // Write scharge data to file
477 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "SCharge", i, "");
478 ofstream os2( ofname.fld().c_str() );
479 scharge.save( os2 );
480 os2.close();
481 if(verbose) printf(">>> Fields saved\n");
482 }
483 // clear particle data base
484 pdb.clear();
485 if(verbose) printf(">>> Particle data base cleared\n");
486 }
487
488 // seed particles
489 // 1st some Argon with variable Current from the array "beams[]"
490 double M = 40.0;
491 double alpha = 0;
492 double beta = 0;
493 double epsilon = 0;
494 alpha = −2.;
495 beta = 0.006;
496 epsilon = 0.000005;
497
498 double n_Ar_particles = 50000;
499 pdb.add_3d_gaussian_beam_with_emittance ( n_Ar_particles,
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500 Ar_beam ∗ 1e−6, // current [A]
501 1, // charge [e]
502 M, // mass [u]
503 Ekin_factor ∗M,// kinetic energy [
↪→ eV]
504 alpha, // Twiss a1
505 beta, // Twiss b1
506 epsilon, // rms emittance1
507 alpha, // Twiss a2
508 beta, // Twiss b2
509 epsilon, // rms emmitance2
510 Vec3D(0.002,0,0), // center of
↪→ beam
511 Vec3D(0,1,0),
512 Vec3D(0,0,1)
513 );
514
515 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
516 // 2nd some real ions from the array "masses[]" with constant charge density
517 // BUT ONLY ONCE!!! AFTER THE AR BEAM CONVERGED
518 // The fields are dumped BEFORE the seeding
519 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
520 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
521 // 2nd some real ions from the array "masses[]" with constant charge density
522 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
523 // Here the particle fly
524 if ( masses[0]!=0 && Ar_converged ){
525 for( size_t m=0; m < uint(n_masses); m++){
526
527 pdb.add_3d_gaussian_beam_with_emittance ( n_particles,
528 1e−8, // current [A]
529 1, // charge [e]
530 masses[m], // mass [u]
531 Ekin_factor ∗ masses[m],//
↪→ kinetic energy [eV]
532 alpha, // Twiss a1
533 beta, // Twiss b1
534 epsilon, // rms emittance1
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535 alpha, // Twiss a2
536 beta, // Twiss b2
537 epsilon, // rms emmitance2
538 Vec3D(0.002,0,0), // center of
↪→ beam
539 Vec3D(0,1,0),
540 Vec3D(0,0,1)
541 );
542 }
543 i = n_iter;
544 }
545
546 // acutal data crunch
547 pdb.iterate_trajectories( scharge, efield, bfield );
548
549 if( i ==0 ){
550 scharge = scharge_ave;
551 } else {
552 double sc_beta = 1.−sc_alpha;
553 uint32_t nodecount = scharge.nodecount();
554 for (uint32_t b=0; b<nodecount; b++){
555 scharge_ave(b) = sc_alpha∗scharge(b) + sc_beta∗scharge_ave(b);
556 }
557 }
558
559 ParticleDiagPlotter pplotter( geom, pdb, AXIS_X, 0.05,
560 PARTICLE_DIAG_PLOT_SCATTER,
561 DIAG_Y, DIAG_YP );
562 emit = pplotter.calculate_emittance();
563
564 conv.evaluate_iteration();
565
566 if(verbose){
567 printf("−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−\n");
568 printf(" Beam characteristics:\n");
569 printf(" alpha = %f\n",emit.alpha());
570 printf(" beta = %f m/rad\n",emit.beta());
571 printf(" gamma = %f rad/m\n",emit.gamma());
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572 printf(" rms emittance = %f mm mrad\n",1e6∗emit.epsilon());
573 printf("−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−\n");
574 }
575
576 if( i >= n_iter−1 && !Ar_converged ){
577 Ar_converged = true;
578 i = 0;
579 }
580 if( s_particles == 1){
581 pdb.save( pdb_file.c_str() );
582 }
583 if( s_geom == 1){
584 geom.save( geom_file.c_str() );
585 }
586 }
587 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
588 // End of iteration loop
589 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
590
591 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
592 // summarize the data from the iterations
593 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
594 // Convergence to std::out and file
595 ofstream ofconv( "convergence.dat" );
596 conv.print_history( ofconv );
597 conv.print_history( cout );
598 ofconv.close();
599 FILE∗ pipe = popen("cp convergence.dat convergence_$(date +%Y%m%d_%H%M%
↪→ S).dat","w");
600 fprintf(pipe, "mv convergence.dat convergence_last.dat\n");
601 fclose(pipe);
602 // End of Summary
603
604 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
605 // Evaluation and Eye−Candy
606 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
607
608 if( YZ_DIAG ){
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609 //FName ofname;
610 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
611 // scatter NO vs. MASS @ 54 mm
612 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
613 ParticleDiagPlotter scatter_NM( geom, pdb, AXIS_X, 0.054,
614 PARTICLE_DIAG_PLOT_SCATTER,
615 DIAG_NO, DIAG_MASS );
616 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "N_v_MASS_54mm", Ar_beam);
617 scatter_NM.export_data( ofname.dat() );
618 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
619 // scatter Y vs. Z @ 54 mm
620 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
621 ParticleDiagPlotter scatter_YZ( geom, pdb, AXIS_X, 0.054,
622 PARTICLE_DIAG_PLOT_SCATTER,
623 DIAG_Y, DIAG_Z );
624 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "Y_vs_Z_54mm", Ar_beam);
625 scatter_YZ.export_data( ofname.dat() );
626 }
627
628 if( plotting ){
629 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
630 // scatter NO vs. MASS @ 54 mm
631 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
632 ParticleDiagPlotter scatter_NM( geom, pdb, AXIS_X, 0.054,
633 PARTICLE_DIAG_PLOT_SCATTER,
634 DIAG_NO, DIAG_MASS );
635 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "N_v_MASS_54mm", Ar_beam);
636 scatter_NM.export_data( ofname.dat() );
637 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
638 // scatter Y vs. Z @ 54 mm
639 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
640 ParticleDiagPlotter scatter_YZ( geom, pdb, AXIS_X, 0.054,
641 PARTICLE_DIAG_PLOT_SCATTER,
642 DIAG_Y, DIAG_Z );
643 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "Y_vs_Z_54mm", Ar_beam);
644 scatter_YZ.export_data( ofname.dat() );
645 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
646 // particle traces full and zoom
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647 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
648 GeomPlotter geomplotter( geom );
649 geomplotter.set_font_size( 36 );
650 geomplotter.set_size( 1920, 1080 );
651 geomplotter.set_view( VIEW_XY );
652 geomplotter.set_eqlines_auto( 51 );
653 geomplotter.set_epot( &epot );
654 geomplotter.set_scharge( &scharge );
655 geomplotter.set_particle_database( &pdb );
656 geomplotter.set_particle_div(double(n_particles)∗double(n_masses)∗.001);
657 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "particle_traces", Ar_beam);
658 geomplotter.plot_png( ofname.png() );
659 geomplotter.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
660 geomplotter.set_ranges( 0, −0.003, 0.01, 0.003 );
661 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "particle_traces_zoom", Ar_beam);
662 geomplotter.plot_eps( ofname.eps() );
663 geomplotter.plot_png( ofname.png() );
664 geomplotter.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
665
666 geomplotter.set_ranges( 0, 0, sizereq[0], sizereq[1] );
667 geomplotter.set_fieldgraph_plot( FIELD_EPOT );
668 geomplotter.set_particle_div( 0 );
669 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "fieldgraph_Epot", Ar_beam);
670 geomplotter.plot_png( ofname.png() );
671 geomplotter.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
672
673 geomplotter.set_ranges( 0, 0, sizereq[0], sizereq[1] );
674 geomplotter.set_fieldgraph_plot( FIELD_SCHARGE );
675 geomplotter.set_particle_div( 0 );
676 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "fieldgraph_SCharge", Ar_beam);
677 geomplotter.plot_png( ofname.png() );
678 geomplotter.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
679
680 geomplotter.set_ranges( 0, −0.003, 0.01, 0.003 );
681 geomplotter.set_fieldgraph_plot( FIELD_EPOT );
682 geomplotter.set_particle_div( 0 );
683 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "fieldgraph_Epot_zoom", Ar_beam);
684 geomplotter.plot_png( ofname.png() );
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685 geomplotter.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
686
687 geomplotter.set_ranges( 0, 0.003, 0.01, 0.003 );
688 geomplotter.set_fieldgraph_plot( FIELD_SCHARGE );
689 geomplotter.set_particle_div( 0 );
690 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "fieldgraph_SCharge_zoom", Ar_beam);
691 geomplotter.plot_png( ofname.png() );
692 geomplotter.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
693 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
694 // Emittance @ 361 mm
695 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
696 ParticleDiagPlotter pplotter1( geom, pdb, AXIS_X, 361e−3,
697 PARTICLE_DIAG_PLOT_HISTO2D,
698 DIAG_Y, DIAG_YP );
699 pplotter1.set_font_size( 36 );
700 pplotter1.set_size( 1920, 1080 );
701 ofname.set_comp(outdir, "emittance_361mm", iris);
702 pplotter1.plot_png( ofname.png() );
703 pplotter1.plot_pdf( ofname.pdf() );
704 pplotter1.export_data( ofname.dat() );
705
706 double transm_beam = pplotter1.get_isum();
707 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "
↪→ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
↪→ ";
708 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "i U−Vacc = " << Vacc << " V\n";
709 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "i U−Focus = " << VFocus << " V\n";
710 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "i U−XDef = " << VXDef << " V\n";
711 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "i U−Shape = " << VShape << " V\n";
712 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "i IRIS = " << iris << " V\n";
713 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "i subjected beam = " << transm_beam∗1e9 << " nA\n";
714 ibsimu.message( 1 ) << "
↪→ −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
↪→ ";
715
716 } // end of plotting
717
718 if( GTK ) {
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719 GTKPlotter plotter( &argc, &argv );
720 plotter.set_geometry( &geom );
721 plotter.set_epot( &epot );
722 plotter.set_scharge( &scharge );
723 plotter.set_particledatabase( &pdb );
724 plotter.set_efield( &efield );
725 plotter.set_bfield( &bfield );
726 plotter.new_geometry_plot_window();
727 plotter.run();
728 } // end GTK
729
730 } // end ibsimu
731
732
733 int main( int argc, char ∗∗argv)
734 {
735 if( argc <= 6 ) {
736 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <U−Acc (V)> <U−Foc (v)> <U X−
↪→ def (V)> <U Y−Def (V)> <U−Shape (V)> < IRIS R (m)\n";
737 exit( 1 );
738 }
739
740 Vacc = atof( argv[1] ); // Acceleration Voltage (Potential of Lens 1)
741 VFocus = atof( argv[2] ); // Focus Voltage
742 VXDef = atof ( argv[3] ); // X−Deflection Voltage
743 VYDef = atof ( argv[4] ); // Y−Deflection Voltage
744 VShape = atof ( argv[5] ); // Shape Voltage
745 iris = atof ( argv[6] ); // iris radius
746
747 outdir = "./output";
748 outdir += "/";
749 // Make directory
750 std::string cmd = "mkdir " + outdir;
751 FILE ∗fp = popen( cmd.c_str(), "r" );
752 pclose( fp );
753 std::string outdir_ = outdir;
754
755 try {
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756 ibsimu.set_message_threshold( MSG_VERBOSE, 1 );
757 ibsimu.set_thread_count( 4 );
758 outdir = outdir_;
759 outdir += "U−Acc_";
760 outdir += to_string(Vacc);
761 outdir += "_U−Foc_";
762 outdir += to_string(VFocus);
763 outdir += "_U−Shape_";
764 outdir += to_string(VShape);
765 outdir += "_U−Y−Def_";
766 outdir += to_string(VXDef);
767 outdir += "_U−X−Def_";
768 outdir += to_string(VXDef);
769 outdir += "_iris_";
770 outdir += to_string(iris);
771 outdir += "/";
772 // Make directory
773 std::string cmd = "mkdir " + outdir;
774 FILE ∗fp = popen( cmd.c_str(), "r" );
775 pclose( fp );
776 //simu( argc, argv, Vacc, VFocus, VXDef, VYDef, VShape );
777 simu( argc, argv );
778 }
779
780 catch ( Error e ) {
781 e.print_error_message( std::cout );
782 exit( 1 );
783 }
784 return( 0 );
785 }
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3.2 Geometry code
The support code for the simulator is designed in a header-only fashion to reduce
complexity.
Code 4: IBSIMU geometry code for Neptune ICP-MS interface.
1 /∗! \file geometry/neptune.hpp
2 ∗ \brief header−only geometry definition of the Thermo Fisher Scientific Neptune/Element
↪→ interface with lens stack
3 ∗/
4 // include guard
5 #ifndef __NEPTUNE_H_INCLUDED__
6 #define __NEPTUNE_H_INCLUDED__
7
8 #include <ibsimu.hpp>
9
10 //Interface
11 bool _interface_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset, double rso )
12 {
13 x −= offset[0];
14 y −= offset[1];
15 z −= offset[2];
16
17 double r = sqrt(y∗y+z∗z);
18
19 // Skimmer
20 const double rs = 0.005; // radius
21 const double xos = 0.003; // x center
22 const double yos = 0.0074; // y center
23
24 double H = sqrt( pow(xos,2) + pow((yos−rso),2) );
25 double tl = sqrt( pow(H,2) − pow(rs, 2) );
26 double alpha = acos( xos/H ) − asin( rs/H );
27
28 double xt = cos(alpha) ∗ tl;
29 double yt = sin(alpha) ∗ tl;
30
31 return(
32 ( x <= 0 && r >= rso ) ||
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33 ( x >=0 && x <= xt && r >= ( yt / xt ∗ x + rso ) && r <= 0.015 ) ||
34 ( x <= rs+xos && r >= yos && r <= 0.015) ||
35 ( pow((x−xos),2) + pow((r−yos),2) <= pow(rs,2) ) ||
36
37 ( x <= 0.0092 && r >= 0.0095 ) ||
38 ( x >= 0.0092 && x <= 0.0112 && r >= x + 0.0003 ) ||
39 ( x >= 0.0112 && x <= 0.016 && r >= 0.0145 ) ||
40 ( x >= 0.016 && x <= 0.023 && r >= x + 0.0015 && r <= 0.031) ||
41 ( x >= 0.01 && x <= 0.05 && r >= 2.3∗x−0.008 ) ||
42 ( x >= 0.023 && r >= 0.055 )
43 );
44 }
45
46 //extraction lens and extension
47 bool _lens1_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset, double aperture )
48 {
49 x −= offset[0];
50 y −= offset[1];
51 z −= offset[2];
52
53 // LENS 1
54 // radius
55 const double rl1 = 0.001;
56 // x center
57 const double xol1 = −39e−3;
58 // y center
59 const double yol1 = 0.007;
60
61 double window_yz = 0.00375; // window width
62 double window_x = 0.014; // window length
63 double rw = 0.002; // corner radius
64 double xlow1 = −34e−3;
65 double xlow2 = −18e−3;
66
67 if (
68 ( x >= xlow1+rw && x <= xlow1+window_x−rw && y >= −window_yz && y <=
↪→ window_yz ) ||
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69 ( x >= xlow1+rw && x <= xlow1+window_x−rw && z >= −window_yz && z <=
↪→ window_yz ) ||
70 ( x >= xlow1 && x <= xlow1+window_x && y >= −window_yz+rw && y <=
↪→ window_yz−rw ) ||
71 ( x >= xlow1 && x <= xlow1+window_x && z >= −window_yz+rw && z <=
↪→ window_yz−rw ) ||
72 ( pow((x−xlow1−rw),2) + pow((y−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
73 ( pow((x−xlow1−rw),2) + pow((y+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
74 ( pow((x−xlow1−window_x+rw),2) + pow((y−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
75 ( pow((x−xlow1−window_x+rw),2) + pow((y+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
76 ( pow((x−xlow1−rw),2) + pow((z−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
77 ( pow((x−xlow1−rw),2) + pow((z+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
78 ( pow((x−xlow1−window_x+rw),2) + pow((z−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
79 ( pow((x−xlow1−window_x+rw),2) + pow((z+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
80
81 ( x >= xlow2+rw && x <= xlow2+window_x−rw && y >= −window_yz && y <=
↪→ window_yz ) ||
82 ( x >= xlow2+rw && x <= xlow2+window_x−rw && z >= −window_yz && z <=
↪→ window_yz ) ||
83 ( x >= xlow2 && x <= xlow2+window_x && y >= −window_yz+rw && y <=
↪→ window_yz−rw ) ||
84 ( x >= xlow2 && x <= xlow2+window_x && z >= −window_yz+rw && z <=
↪→ window_yz−rw ) ||
85 ( pow((x−xlow2−rw),2) + pow((y−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
86 ( pow((x−xlow2−rw),2) + pow((y+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
87 ( pow((x−xlow2−window_x+rw),2) + pow((y−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
88 ( pow((x−xlow2−window_x+rw),2) + pow((y+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
89 ( pow((x−xlow2−rw),2) + pow((z−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
90 ( pow((x−xlow2−rw),2) + pow((z+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) ) ||
91 ( pow((x−xlow2−window_x+rw),2) + pow((z−window_yz+rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
↪→ ||
92 ( pow((x−xlow2−window_x+rw),2) + pow((z+window_yz−rw),2) <= pow(rw,2) )
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93 )
94 {
95 return false;
96 }
97
98 double r = sqrt(y∗y+z∗z);
99 return( ( x >= −39e−3 && x <= 0. && r >= 0.006 && r <= 0.008) || //lens 1
100 ( x >= −1e−3 && x <= 0. && r >= aperture && r <= 0.008) ||
101 ( x >= −4e−3 && x <= 0. && r >= 0.008 && r <= 0.015) ||
102 ( pow((x−xol1),2) + pow((r−yol1),2) <= pow(rl1,2) ) ||
103 ( x >= −2.5e−3 && x <= 4e−3 && r >= 6.75e−3 && r <= 0.017) || //extention
104 ( x >= 18e−3 && x <= 32e−3 && r >= 8.5e−3 && r <= (x∗0.295+3.1818e
↪→ −3) ) ||
105 ( x >= 32e−3 && x <= 40e−3 && r >= 9e−3 && r <= (x∗0.295+3.1818e−3) )
↪→ ||
106 ( x >= 0. && x <= 32e−3 && r >= 6.75e−3 && r <= 8.5e−3) ||
107 ( x >= 40e−3 && x <= 57e−3 && r >= 9e−3 && r <= 15e−3)
108 );
109 }
110
111 // tube lens within extension
112 bool _tube1_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
113 {
114 x −= offset[0];
115 y −= offset[1];
116 z −= offset[2];
117
118 const double l = 42.5e−3;
119 const double l1 = 20.0e−3;
120 const double di = 13.2e−3;
121 const double do1 = 15.0e−3;
122 const double do2 = 16.0e−3;
123 const double rt1 = (do1−di)/4;
124 const double rt2 = (do2−di)/4;
125
126 double r = sqrt(y∗y+z∗z);
127 return(
128 ( pow((x−rt1),2) + pow((r−(do1/2)+rt1),2) <= pow(rt1,2) ) ||
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129 ( x >= rt1 && x <= l1 && r >= (di/2) && r <= (do1/2)) ||
130 ( x <= l1 && x >= l1−0.5e−3 && r >= (di/2) && r <= 0.015) ||
131 ( x >= l1 && x <= l−rt2 && r >= (di/2) && r <= (do2/2)) ||
132 ( pow(x−(l−rt2),2) + pow((r−(do2/2)+rt2),2) <= pow(rt2,2) )
133 );
134
135 }
136
137 // lens stack mount
138 bool _LSM_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
139 {
140 x −= offset[0];
141 y −= offset[1];
142 z −= offset[2];
143
144 const double r1 = 1e−3;
145 const double r2 = 0.5e−3;
146
147 double r = sqrt(y∗y+z∗z);
148 return(
149 ( x >= r1 && x <= 14e−3−r2 && r >= 14.5e−3 && r <= 28.5e−3) ||
150 ( pow((x−r1),2) + pow((r−(14.5e−3+r1)),2) <= pow(r1,2) ) ||
151 ( pow((x−(14e−3−r2)),2) + pow((r−(14.5e−3+r2)),2) <= pow(r2,2) ) ||
152 ( x >= 0 && x <= 1e−3 && r >= (14.5e−3+r1) && r <= 28.5e−3) ||
153 ( x >= 14e−3−r2 && x <= 14e−3 && r >= (14.5e−3+r2) && r <= 28.5e−3) ||
154 ( x >= −6e−3 && x <= 0 && r >= 17.5e−3 && r <= 28.5e−3)
155 );
156 }
157
158 //focus lens
159 bool _focus_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
160 {
161 x −= offset[0];
162 y −= offset[1];
163 z −= offset[2];
164
165 const double l1 = 28e−3;
166 const double di1 = 22e−3;
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167 const double do1 = 25e−3;
168 const double r1 = (do1−di1)/4;
169
170 double r = sqrt(y∗y+z∗z);
171 return(
172 ( x >= r1 && x <= l1−r1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= do1/2) ||
173 ( x >= 13e−3 && x <= 13.5e−3 && r >= di1/2 && r <= 22.5e−2) ||
174 ( pow((x−r1),2) + pow((r−((di1/2)+r1)),2) <= pow(r1,2) ) ||
175 ( pow((x−l1+r1),2) + pow((r−((di1/2)+r1)),2) <= pow(r1,2) )
176 );
177 }
178
179 // x/y−deflection mount
180 bool _xy_mount_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
181 {
182 x −= offset[0];
183 y −= offset[1];
184 z −= offset[2];
185
186 const double l1 = 10.5e−3;
187 const double di1 = 12.7e−3;
188 const double do1 = 16e−3;
189 const double r1 = (do1−di1)/4;
190
191 double r = sqrt(y∗y+z∗z);
192 return(
193 ( x >= r1 && x <= l1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= do1/2) ||
194 ( x >= l1−0.5e−3 && x <= l1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= 22.5e−3) ||
195 ( pow((x−r1),2) + pow((r−((di1/2)+r1)),2) <= pow(r1,2) ) ||
196 ( x >= l1−0.5e−3 && x <= l1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= 0.025)
197 );
198 }
199
200 // quadrupole rod
201 bool _rod_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
202 {
203 x −= offset[0];
204 y −= offset[1];
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205 z −= offset[2];
206
207 const double rod_len = 19e−3; // rod length
208 const double rod_dia = 13.8e−3; // rod diameter
209
210 double r = sqrt( y∗y + z∗z );
211 return( ( x >= 0. && x <= rod_len && r <= rod_dia/2)
212 );
213 }
214
215 // tube lens 4
216 bool _lens4_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
217 {
218 x −= offset[0];
219 y −= offset[1];
220 z −= offset[2];
221
222 const double l1 = 70e−3;
223 const double di1 = 25e−3;
224 const double do1 = 28e−3;
225 const double r1 = (do1−di1)/4;
226
227 double r = sqrt( y∗y + z∗z );
228 return(
229 ( x >= r1 && x <= l1−r1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= do1/2) ||
230 ( pow((x−r1),2) + pow((r−di1/2−r1),2) <= pow(r1,2) ) ||
231 ( pow((x−l1+r1),2) + pow((r−di1/2−r1),2) <= pow(r1,2) )
232 );
233 }
234
235 // shape low potential
236 bool _shape_low_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset )
237 {
238 x −= offset[0];
239 y −= offset[1];
240 z −= offset[2];
241
242 const double l1 = 15.5e−3;
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243 const double di1 = 12.7e−3;
244 const double do1 = 16e−3;
245 const double r1 = (do1−di1)/4;
246 double r = sqrt( y∗y + z∗z );
247 return(
248 ( x >= r1 && x <= l1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= do1/2) ||
249 ( pow((x−r1),2) + pow((r−di1/2−r1),2) <= pow(r1,2) ) ||
250 ( x >= l1−0.5e−3 && x <= l1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= 0.025 )
251 );
252 }
253
254 // shape high potential with slit
255 bool _shape_high_solid( double x, double y, double z, Vec3D offset, double slit )
256 {
257 x −= offset[0];
258 y −= offset[1];
259 z −= offset[2];
260
261 const double l1 = 24e−3;
262 const double di1 = 12.7e−3;
263 const double do1 = 16e−3;
264 const double r1 = (do1−di1)/4;
265
266 double r = sqrt( y∗y + z∗z );
267 return(
268 ( x >= 0 && x <= l1−r1 && r >= di1/2 && r <= do1/2) ||
269 ( pow((x−l1+r1),2) + pow((r−(di1/2+r1)),2) <= pow(r1,2) ) ||
270 ( x >= 0 && x <= 0.5e−3 && r >= di1/2 && r <= 0.025) ||
271
272 // Endcap
273 ( x >= 27.5e−3 && x <= 39.5e−3 && r >= 9e−3 && r <= 0.025 ) ||
274 // Transfer tube to slit
275 ( x >= 39.5e−3 && x <= 61e−3 && r >= 17.5e−3 && r <= 18.5e−3 ) ||
276 ( x >= 39.5e−3 && x <= 56.5e−3 && r >= 17.5e−3 && r <= 28.5e−3 ) ||
277 ( x >= 39.5e−3 && x <= 63.5e−3 && r >= 27e−3 && r <= 28.5e−3 ) ||
278 // Slit Holder
279 ( x >= 62e−3 && x <= 71.25e−3 && r >= 14e−3 && r <= 30e−3 ) ||
280 ( x >= 63.5e−3 && x <= 71.5e−3 && r >= 5e−3 && r <= 30e−3 ) ||
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281 ( x >= 71.5e−3 && x <= 72.75e−3 && r >= 4e−3 && r <= 30e−3 ) ||
282 ( x >= 74e−3 && x <= 74.5e−3 && y >= slit/2 ) || //Slit
283 ( x >= 74e−3 && x <= 74.5e−3 && y <= −slit/2 ) ||
284 ( x >= 74e−3 && x <= 74.5e−3 && z >= 2e−3 ) ||
285 ( x >= 74e−3 && x <= 74.5e−3 && z <= −2e−3 ) // Slit
286 );
287 }
288
289 #endif // __NEPTUNE_H_INCLUDED__
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3.3 Utility code
Code 5: Filenaming utility header for IBSIMU.
1 /∗! \file utilities/my_util.hpp
2 ∗ \brief Filenaming utility header for IBSimu
3 ∗/
4 #ifndef __UTIL_H_INCLUDED__
5 #define __UTIL_H_INCLUDED__
6 class _fname {
7 public:
8 std::string name;
9 void set_comp (std::string,std::string,double,std::string);
10 void set_comp (std::string,std::string,double);
11 std::string png () {return (name+".png");}
12 std::string pdf () {return (name+".pdf");}
13 std::string eps () {return (name+".eps");}
14 std::string dat () {return (name+".dat");}
15 std::string fld () {return (name+".fld");}
16 };
17 #endif // __UTIL_H_INCLUDED__
Code 6: Filenaming utility for IBSIMU.
1 /∗! \file utilities/my_util.cpp
2 ∗ \brief Filenaming utility for IBSimu
3 ∗/
4 #include "file_name.hpp"
5 void _fname::set_comp (std::outdir, std::string prefix, double num, std::string unit="uA") {
6 char numstr[21];
7 sprintf(numstr, "%d", int(num));
8 name = outdir + prefix + ’_’ + numstr + ’_’ + unit;
9 }
10 void _fname::set_comp (std::outdir, std::string prefix, double num) {
11 std::string unit="uA"
12 char numstr[21];
13 sprintf(numstr, "%d", int(num));
14 name = outdir + prefix + ’_’ + numstr + ’_’ + unit;
15 }
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